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Abstract 

In an attempt to foster a more cohesive development of the city, the central government of 

Milan has recently developed a number of policies specifically catered to redevelop ‘peripheral’ 

neighborhoods. These policies, however, appear to not be well received by the neighborhoods’ 

residents. Why is this happening?  

This Thesis looks at the issue through a case study of the redevelopment of the ‘peripheral’ 

neighborhood of Giambellino, which will be subjected to interventions that may significantly 

change the face of the neighborhood. It focuses on the interaction between the residents of 

Giambellino and the central government of Milan within the context provided by the 

redevelopment project. The study was developed through a multidimensional analysis. It 

looked at the practical aspects of the participation of citizens to the redevelopment project, as 

well as the emotions involved in it and the frames through which the actors make sense of their 

interaction.  

What emerged is that the mismatch between the perspectives on the redevelopment project 

cannot be explained by solely looking at how residents were given the opportunity to 

participate to the projects’ design and implementation. The point of view of the residents of 

Giambellino is deeper rooted than the point of view of the government of Milan. A number of 

factors come into play in shaping the residents’ perspective, such as the past experiences of 

interacting with the government, the potential emotions revolving around change in the 

neighborhood and the consequences of being treated as ‘peripheral’. To address the mismatch 

in the interaction between the government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino this 

complexity has to be taken into account, as only addressing its visible component may not prove 

effective in reshaping the interaction.  
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1. Introduction 

“The feeling of abandonment that they live in those neighborhoods is absolutely to be avoided, 

so it is necessary that they see the action and the fact that we continue to invest there because 

they are not ‘out of sight, out of mind’i– Anna Scavuzzo, Vice-Mayor of Milan  

“They see the participation of residents like smoke in their eyes.” ii – Dario Anzani, Resident of 

Giambellino  

Peripheries are a central topic in the current political debate in Milan. During his 2016 electoral 

campaign, the Mayor of Milan, Beppe Sala, repeatedly pointed out how peripheries would be 

his “obsession” (Schiavi, 2016). Translating his obsession into practice, the Mayor appointed a 

special expert for peripheries, Mirko Mazzali (Mazzali, 2017), the city council has established a 

specific commission for peripheries (Comune Di Milano, 2016), and a specific plan of 

interventions in the peripheries, named the “Periphery Plan”, is being developed by the city 

government.  

One of the neighborhoods that will be affected by the Periphery Plan is Giambellino, located in 

the south-west of Milan, which will be thoroughly redeveloped in the upcoming years. As the 

Vice-Mayor describes in the quote at the opening of this Thesis, the goal of the central 

government’s policies for peripheries is to reduce the feeling of abandonment by the 

administration that residents of peripheral neighborhoods perceive. Residents, however, 

lament their exclusion from participating in the redevelopment project. The distinct impression 

when doing field research in Giambellino is that residents are, as the title of the thesis suggest, 

‘biting the hand that feeds them’. Overall, the efforts put in place by the government of Milan to 

help the residents of Giambellino are not well received by residents: they are perceived and 

responded to negatively. Why is this happening?  

Giambellino is but one example of peripheral neighborhoods of Milan where the Mayor’s 

“obsession for peripheries” is not being met with support by the residents. On the contrary, 

neither in the 2016 Municipal elections, nor in the most recent election of the National 

Parliament which took place at the beginning of March 2018, have citizens living in the areas 

defined as peripheries shown strong support for the parties in charge of governing Milan. The 

coalition in support of the Mayor of Milan, led by the social-democratic party Partito 

Democratico, has seen a decline in votes in those very same areas the Mayor is “obsessed with” 
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(Poletti, 2018).  This trend might appear surprising, given the centrality of peripheries in the 

current political debate. Again, it is worth asking why this is happening.  

1.1. Research question and significance 

To understand residents’ dissatisfaction with the city government's policies for peripheries, 

this research will look at this phenomenon in terms of an interaction between a center and a 

periphery, where the central city government of Milan is a center and the neighborhood of 

Giambellino a periphery. The overarching research question that summarizes this perspective 

is: What shapes the interaction between the central government of Milan and the residents of the 

peripheral neighborhood of Giambellino?  

The formulation of this research question stems from the acknowledgement of the popularity 

of center-periphery relations as a research topic, and its widespread presence in the current 

political discourse. Overall, the inability of central governments to address the concerns of 

peripheral areas is not a trend exclusive to Milan – many Western countries are experiencing 

similar center-periphery tensions. This phenomenon, however, is generally observed from a 

more global perspective where big regions1 are compared to each other in an attempt to make 

sense of the differences. The limit of such an approach is that it tends to homogenize the 

periphery, which leads to an impossibility to properly grasp the perceptions of the people living 

there. The goal of this research, on the contrary, is to look at the relationship between a center 

and a periphery by conducting an in-depth analysis of the point of view of those living in a 

peripheral neighborhood and those working for the center. For this reason, the research has 

been carried out through a case study of a neighborhood of Milan, Giambellino, which has been 

defined as a periphery by the government of Milan and is the recipient of a big redevelopment 

project.  

Other than wanting to challenge a homogenizing approach to center-periphery relations, the 

goal of this thesis is to analyze the interaction between the central government of Milan and the 

residents of Giambellino through the combination of different dimensions. The interaction 

between an institution and citizens can be looked at in terms of how citizens participate in 

decision- and policy-making processes that will affect them directly. Departing from what was 

                                                      

1 Such as California vs. the conservative South in the U.S., London vs. rural England, Berlin vs. the rest of former 
Eastern Germany etc. 
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observed during the period of field research in Giambellino, this research aims to include a 

further dimension of analysis, that encompasses the perspectives of the actors on the 

interaction and the emotions that residents express regarding the redevelopment project, 

which is at the heart of the interaction. These two different dimensions of analysis then 

translate into sensitizing sub-questions that allow for an operationalization of the research 

question. First, how did participation within the framework of the redevelopment project for 

Giambellino function? Did the residents’ expectations match the way participation was carried 

out? With regards to the second dimension of analysis, then, one can ask what points of view 

both actors have of the interaction and what factors contribute to shaping these points of view. 

Finally, what emotions do residents feel toward the redevelopment project for Giambellino and, 

more broadly, toward their interaction with Milan’s city government?  

1.2. Introducing Giambellino  

Giambellino2 is a 

neighborhood located in 

the south-west of Milan. It 

is estimated to be a rather 

big neighborhood, with 

around 31,000 

inhabitants (Comune Di 

Milano - Settore Statistica, 

2014, p. 4). While it is 

possible to pinpoint some 

estimated borders for the 

neighborhood, it is rather difficult to assign a clearly defined spatial area to Giambellino. As we 

will see in Chapter Two, this research departs from a definition of neighborhood as 

characterized by a common understanding and sentiment among residents of a specific area, 

rather than by clear spatial boundaries. In this map, Giambellino is delimited by the 90-91 bus 

circle passing through Piazza Napoli in the east, by Via Lorenteggio in the north, Via Giambellino 

in the south, and Via Inganni in the west.  

                                                      

2 The image of the location of Giambellino is taken from Google Maps.  
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In this research, the focus was mainly on the western side of the neighborhood, where the 

majority of the interventions of the redevelopment plan will take place. The main characteristic 

of this area is the high presence of public housing, with a few blocks of buildings, for a total of 

2677 apartments (Comune di Milano, 2015, pp. 9-10), being fully dedicated to this purpose. 

What soon emerged while doing research in Giambellino was that its residents, especially in 

the area of public housing and its surroundings, can be seen as divided into two macro 

categories, who live rather segregated from each other, as if two neighborhoods were existing 

within the very same Giambellino. One neighborhood is inhabited by those who live in public 

housing or who volunteer or work for organizations that try to help the poorer families that 

live in the public housing blocks, thus who interact with the residents of public housing. The 

other neighborhood is the private real estate one. It is physically separated from the public 

housing blocks, as the following map shows (G124 Giambellino, 2015). The orange areas on the 

map are the public housing blocks, and they are surrounded by private real estate.  

 

This divide among the residents of Giambellino is reflected in the schools of the neighborhood. 

According to one resident, Dario Anzani, most Italian families, especially those who are slightly 

better off, tend to send their children to better schools toward the center of the city, whereas 

those who cannot afford it, and for a big part that is immigrant families and those in public 

housing, send their children to the schools in the neighborhood iii (Anzani, 2018, p. 7), so the 

segregation that the housing condition shows is perpetrated. Another resident of Giambellino, 

Luca Sansone, was even more explicit: “if you’re poor, you don’t go to certain schools because 
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you wouldn’t make it, neither economically nor culturally. […] Inside the neighborhood, there 

are people who have a first class and a second class life”iv (Sansone, 2018, p. 13).  

One of the most challenging issues that Giambellino, and in particular the public housing area, 

is facing, is that of illegal squatting. It is an issue that has its roots in the past: ALER3, the 

company that manages most of the public housing in Giambellino, has many empty apartments 

under their control. They are either too small for current legislation or too damaged to be 

rented out, and ALER does not have the means to refurbish them. Since there is little control 

over these apartments, many of them get squatted by a variety of people: oftentimes people in 

need, such as immigrant families with small children, or people who have been evicted. A 

criminal racket has been organized around those empty apartments, where people are paid to 

crack doors open for those who are in need of a place of stay. As a consequence, there is little 

control over those who stay as squatters. When the Masterplan was designed, it was estimated 

that of around 2400 apartments still owned by ALER4, more than 700 were out of the 

company's control, with about half of them certainly being squatted at the time, and the rest 

empty, with the potential of being illegally occupied (Comune di Milano, 2015). The issue of 

squatting is a very polarizing one, and the two poles are often along the lines of the same 

segregation that was presented above. 

Other than this internal divide among residents, other key features of Giambellino can be 

pointed out to paint a more detailed picture of the neighborhood. Giambellino is one of the 

poorest neighborhoods of Milan, and many of its residents live on a very low income (Burrone 

& Luisa, 2018, p. 5). It is also a rather multiethnic neighborhood, with numerous immigrant 

communities present in the area (Alicino, 2018, p. 2). Historically, the neighborhood was 

strongly working class, with most of its inhabitants working in the factories in the surrounding 

areas (Colombo, 2016). Activism has always had a strong presence, and the high number of 

associations, resident committees and small non-profit organizations working in Giambellino 

are a testimony to this characteristic.  

                                                      

3 Azienda Lombarda Edilizia Residenziale, Lombard Agency for Residential Estate, functions as a private-public 
partnership with the Lombardy Region, that nominates the President and dictates the guidelines for action (Corsi, 
2018) 

4 Out of the 2677 total public housing apartments, some were bought off ALER  by tenants, while others are 
managed by non-profit organizations. 
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Further, being a working-class neighborhood, it is described by many as a ‘quartiere popolare’5, 

which translates as ‘popular neighborhood’, where popular is defined as “for or involving 

ordinary people rather than experts or very educated people” (Cambridge University Press, 

2018).  

Giambellino will undergo numerous changes in the next years, mainly because of the 

redevelopment project that the government of Milan has put in place for the neighborhood. The 

specifics of the redevelopment plan and its history will be illustrated in detail in Chapter Three. 

It is however important to point out that the face of the neighborhood, as it has been described 

thus far, could be transformed.  

Before moving onto the next chapters of this thesis, it is worth devoting a few words to the 

name of the neighborhood. Since neighborhoods often have unclear boundaries, it may be 

difficult to find a consistent way of naming them. This is the case for Giambellino as well. In the 

Periphery Plan, as well as in the policy documents regarding the neighborhood, it is named 

Giambellino-Lorenteggio (Comune Di Milano, 2017). The redevelopment project was built on a 

Masterplan for the Lorenteggio ERP area, which is the area that encompasses the public 

housing blocks within the neighborhood (Comune di Milano, 2015). The residents of the 

neighborhood, however, call it Giambellino, and identify with this name rather than others, 

including Lorenteggio (Sansone, 2018, p. 11). Since one of the goals of this thesis is to 

thoroughly analyze the perspective of residents of Giambellino on their interaction with the 

government of Milan, it was chosen to respect the name that the residents use to define the 

neighborhood.  

1.3. Organization of thesis 

This chapter has introduced the issue at the heart of this thesis, its significance and the research 

question and sensitizing sub-questions that orient the research. It has also outlined a profile of 

the Giambellino neighborhood and its most relevant features. Chapter Two lays out the 

theoretical framework that situates the research findings. It does so by first introducing the 

theoretical concepts that orient the research, and then by looking into the different dimensions 

of the analysis and the way they are employed to evaluate the research findings.  Chapter Three, 

                                                      

5 Other than being working-class, Giambellino is also characterized by a high presence of public housing, which in 
Italian is often called ‘case popolari’. The literal translation for this term in English is ‘popular housing’.  
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then, summarizes the research design, by explaining the choice of a case study as methodology 

and of Giambellino as a case study. This chapter also explains what methods were employed to 

collect data during the field research period and the challenges that were encountered in that 

time. The findings of the research are summarized and analyzed in Chapter Four, through the 

different dimensions of analysis that were briefly presented in the preceding section. Finally, 

Chapter Five summarizes the key aspects of the analysis and their significance, and provides 

some suggestions for further research.  
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2. Diagnosing issues in center-periphery relations  

The interaction between the central government of Milan and the neighborhood of Giambellino 

is a story about why an effort by the government of Milan to help a peripheral neighborhood is 

perceived and responded to negatively within the neighborhood itself. I approach this puzzle 

an interaction between a center and a periphery, where the government of Milan can be seen 

as a center and the neighborhood of Giambellino as a periphery. This approach stems from the 

realization that other than being an overarching interest that has oriented this research, center 

and periphery are also terms that the actors involved in this interaction use to describe their 

experience. Looking at the interaction between the government of Milan and the residents of 

Giambellino in terms of center and periphery relations gives the opportunity to question how 

that dichotomy plays out ‘in real life’, because it is employed by the actors in their everyday 

language. The government of Milan has policies specifically designed for peripheries, such as 

the Periphery Plan, in place. As mentioned, these policies are not well received in the peripheral 

neighborhood of Giambellino, and analyzing such a puzzle in terms of center-periphery 

relations can further our understanding of why that is. At the same time, this approach allows 

to challenge a more homogenizing perspective, which would paint extended areas as center 

and peripheries, without nuancing it as much as looking at a single neighborhood permits to 

do.  

The goal of this chapter is to present the elements that, together, provide the theoretical 

framework through which this puzzle will be analyzed. The analysis is an effort to explain why 

the interaction between the central government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino is 

criticized by the very residents that the government’s policies seek to help. The framework is 

presented in the following sequence. The first section of this chapter explains two key concepts 

that inform the analysis generally. Being two overarching concepts that have oriented this 

research, center and periphery are each defined, and the main aspects of their relationship are 

depicted. Then, the neighborhood is conceptualized, and the implications of this approach for 

the research are discussed.  

After clarifying these key concepts, the theoretical elements that will compose the analysis of 

the interaction between the central government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino are 

outlined. 
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The interaction can be approached in purely practical terms. For instance, the quality of 

citizens’ participation in decision-making processes might be analyzed. We can call this the 

practical, more tangible dimension of the analysis. During the research period, however, it 

became apparent that the sole analysis of the participation of citizens in the design and 

implementation of the redevelopment project for Giambellino would be insufficient to capture 

all aspects of the difficult interaction between residents and city government. For this reason, 

another dimension of the analysis is introduced – that is, a more intangible dimension. This 

dimension can be clarified in two ways. Firstly, this is by looking at the relationship between 

center and periphery as a frame that people use to make sense of their experience and at the 

way the process of framing influences the point of view of the actors on the relationship 

between residents and government. Secondly, it is by viewing the intangible dimension as a 

manifestation of emotions in policy making processes. This approach is rarely applied in policy 

analysis (Laws & Forester, 2015, p. 105), even though it allows for an inclusion of the 

fundamental challenges of change, as brought forward through policy making. The distinction 

between practical and intangible dimension builds on Coser’s analysis of social conflict, which 

differentiates between the realistic reasons that drive people to engage in conflict and the 

emotional energies involved in the conflict (Coser, 1956, p. 59). If we treat the interaction 

between the government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino as conflictual, the practical 

dimension will then seek to analyze the realistic, tangible aspects of it, while the intangible 

dimension will focus on the emotional energies and the frames through which actors make 

sense of the interaction.  

Before getting to discover the actual theoretical framework that this chapter is set to provide, 

it is important to highlight a fundamental tension around the understanding of center-

periphery relations in this research. They are not just to be seen as an overarching theme 

informing the research, but also as terms employed by the actors in this story, both policy-

makers and residents, to describe and make sense of their experiences. In this chapter, these 

two aspects are kept analytically distinct in order to provide a clear understanding of the 

theoretical framework. The first section looks at how center and periphery are defined, and 

how they provide an overarching framework for the research. Yet, it also argues that this 

framework should be challenged throughout the research itself, as it can run the risk of 

homogenizing the analysis. The second section, then, provides the tools to address this 

challenge by dwelling upon how center and periphery function as frames for the experience of 

the actors.  
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2.1. Understanding key concepts  

2.1.1. Center and periphery – definitions and implications  

The interaction between the central government of Milan and the residents of a peripheral 

neighborhood of the city can be seen as one possible manifestation of the existing relationship 

between a center, represented in this case by the central government, and a periphery. ‘Center’ 

and ‘periphery’ as concepts have been employed rather frequently by social scientists. A lot of 

research is concerned with their implications from a geographical point of view, thus where the 

periphery is defined as the outskirts of a designated geographical area (Savini, 2014).  

The geographical aspect by itself is not sufficient to describe the periphery of Milan. While it is 

true that the term is usually employed, also by the city administration, to describe areas outside 

of the geographical center of the city, this description doesn’t capture the existing differences 

between those areas, some of which are not only geographically distant from the city center, 

but also socially, economically and politically peripheral. To describe this further, we can 

introduce the notion of marginality. Marginality is a social construction, or, more specifically, 

“marginality [is] a power relationship between a group viewing itself as a “center,” and 

consequently viewing all minorities and nonmembers as marginal or “other.”” (Cullen & Pretes, 

2000, p. 217). If marginality is a relationship, then it is always important to ask what an area is 

marginal to. In this sense, “[m]arginalization is a relative concept premised on the 

establishment of some standard or norm, but a norm defined by elites, not by all” (Ivi, p. 221). 

As this concept underlines, an area rarely defines itself as marginal; rather, it is so defined by a 

central elite. This is the case in Milan as well: the government of the city has introduced the 

term to describe policies that are catered toward specific neighborhoods, namely those that are 

part of ‘the periphery’. So, those areas may very well be geographically peripheral, but that 

condition is not sufficient to justify specific policies, which are carried out to resolve issues 

related to their status of socially or economically marginal neighborhoods (such as poverty, 

lack of public housing or infrastructures). It is important to note that the labeling of Giambellino 

as ‘peripheral’ derives from the approach to policy-making employed by the government of 

Milan, that included the neighborhood in the areas of focus for the Periphery Plan. When 

discussing a peripheral neighborhood, this definition becomes implicitly accepted, and the very 

same division between central and peripheral areas that the central government of Milan 

utilizes to orient its policy is perpetuated. 
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So, if the periphery is an area that is socially and economically, rather than geographically, 

marginal, then the center is the opposite: an area characterized by important economic 

processes, where political decisions are made, and that exercises an influence over the 

periphery. The center of a city can also be seen as more connected to other centers around the 

world, in what Castells defines as a “space of flows”, namely “the material organization of time-

sharing social practices that work through flows” (Castells, 1997, p. 14). The space of flows is a 

material-immaterial hybrid where the “most dominant activities”6 take place. It is globally 

linked not only through modern technology and digital communication, but also through nodes 

and hubs. Milan’s center, with its international, financial and political importance, could be one 

of those hubs, which the periphery would then be left out of.  The space of flows stands in 

relationship to a “space of places”, that is the space where the everyday life of people happens 

(Castells, 1997, p. 14). The next section will offer a further explanation of the concept as a way 

of understanding the relationships that develop within a neighborhood. Right now, we can look 

at how the two concepts stand in relationship to each other:  

“a fundamental form of social domination is the prevalence of the logic of the space of flows over 

the space of places. The space of flows structures and shapes the space of places […] The 

domination of the space of flows over the space of places induces intra-metropolitan dualism as 

a most important form of social/territorial exclusion […]” (Ivi, p. 14).  

In this description, the space of places appears to satisfy some of the characteristics of a 

periphery: it is dominated, structured and shaped by the space of flows. If the space of flows is 

a ‘center’, and the space of places a ‘periphery’, then their relationship is configured as a power 

imbalance in favor of the center, that exercises its dominance on other areas deemed as 

peripheral. 

An additional layer to the concept of periphery and its relationship to a center is that of 

exclusion, which translates into a hierarchy within the city (Millington, 2011, p. 8), with a 

fragmentation between parts that are included in global processes and others that cannot 

access them. Lefebvre challenges the hierarchy of the city through the concept of the “right to 

                                                      

6 With this term, Castells defines a combination of: “(1) financial flows, (2) management of major corporations in 
services and manufacturing, (3) ancillary networks of firms for major corporations, and (4) media, entertainment, 
professional sports, science and technology, institutionalized religion, military power, and global criminal 
economy” (Castells, 1999, p.296). 
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the city” (Madden, 2012, p. 782), which is a “superior right concerned with inhabiting the city, 

rather than owning part of it or being allowed to work or contribute to decisions there” 

(Lefebvre 1996, as cited in Millington, 2011, p. 10). It is a right to centrality, to be included not 

only in social life, but also in political life and in the processes of managing the city (Millington, 

2011, p. 10). Similarly to how Castells describes the space of flows, some areas of the city are 

included in global processes, while other are excluded from them. As a consequence, those 

areas, namely the peripheries of a city, cannot fully exercise their right to be included in 

decision-making processes that regard the life of the city as a whole.  

Another way to describe the relationship between the center and the peripheries is through 

looking at the way knowledge travels. Donald Schön adopts this perspective in his analysis – as 

he puts it, the center-periphery model has a center, where a message (an idea, or a strategy, or 

knowledge in general) is conceived, and peripheries that are at the receiving end of said 

message (Treviño, 1997, p. 3). Thus, knowledge usually travels only from a center to the 

periphery and not vice versa, even though a large amount of knowledge can be found at the 

periphery as well (Ivi, p. 4). People at the center, even though they have more authority, often 

lack information about what is going on in the periphery, and are “caught in a sort of funny 

world of trying to impose on the periphery a central message that [does] not fit” (Ivi, p. 5).  

All these contributions try to capture the characteristics of centers, peripheries and their 

relationships. And while some of them are critical of the implications of a notion of periphery 

as developed by a center, they still accept it as a starting point for their reasoning.  

Consequently, the research on center-periphery relationships in social sciences can be seen as 

having two significant limits. Firstly, the prevalent approach is theoretical: implications of 

center-periphery tensions are hardly put to the test in practical settings, and if they are, it is 

usually through the observation of overarching, broad phenomena such as the juxtaposition 

between the “Global North” and the “Global South” (Barraclough, 2012). Secondly, the 

definition of what is peripheral is always seen in opposition to a center. It is usually the center 

that does the defining and consequently dictates the characteristics of a periphery. Even critical 

approaches that try to challenge the center-periphery dichotomy by pushing for a deeper 

appreciation of life in peripheries, take the center-periphery divide as starting point in their 

reasoning. 
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What this center-periphery approach ‘misses’ is the perspective of the periphery. How do 

people in peripheries (as defined by the center) see themselves? How do they place themselves 

with regards to their surroundings and their relationship toward that very center that seeks to 

define them? These questions capture the tension between seeing center-periphery relations 

as an overarching theme that gives broader context to this thesis and the understanding that 

those very same relations are lived by the actors in this story and then described in their 

accounts. Through acknowledging this second aspect, this research aims at challenging the use 

of ‘center’ and ‘periphery’ as homogenizing labels. This chapter will explore the tools to reach 

this goal further, through the use of theories on framing and narratives to analyze people’s 

experiences and their accounts of it.  

To study the way the center-periphery dichotomy plays out in concrete, everyday life settings, 

the relationship between the central government of Milan and the residents of the 

neighborhood of Giambellino was introduced as a case. The neighborhood offers a different 

dimension to the study of the periphery, because it allows to look into the perceptions of its 

residents, but through a different and less homogenizing lens. To fully understand this idea, it’s 

important to first examine how a neighborhood can be defined and how relationships within it 

are constructed. 

2.1.2. Making sense of neighborhoods  

The study of center and periphery through a more micro-level, neighborhood-oriented 

approach is not new to social sciences. Throughout the past century, numerous scholars have 

concerned themselves with studying the everyday life of people in specific, geographically 

limited areas. The concept of neighborhood itself has been discussed and redefined numerous 

times in the realm of social sciences. As Madden points out, the mainstream view has been that 

of neighborhoods as “clearly bounded, abstract spaces on a city map” (Madden, 2014, p. 472). 

However, excluding the possibility of the change and development of a neighborhood, and its 

definition as solely based on “census geography and [the use of] tracts or higher geographical 

aggregations as proxies for neighborhoods is problematic from the standpoint of studying 

social processes” (Sampson et al., as cited in Madden, 2014, p. 477). Overall, the definition of 

neighborhoods, whether as fixed or changing entities, is in itself at the heart of debates in the 

field.  
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 For my research, I will employ a working definition of neighborhoods that tries to take into 

account both the spatial aspect of the neighborhood as part of a bigger entity, namely the city, 

and the social aspect of the neighborhood as a community. As a geographical entity, a 

neighborhood is a part of a city or a town, and as a part it is defined “through an agreement 

among its residents, regular users, and others in its vicinity regarding its borders and its special 

physical and social characteristics” (Carmon & Eizenberg, 2015, p. 437). This definition 

underlines how a neighborhood is not defined through fixed terms established by an official 

institution, but rather by a common sentiment of belonging that the residents display. In this 

sense, the main quality of a neighborhood can be described as a “continuous physical proximity 

among people together with some social attitudes, such as friendliness, and/or special 

behaviors, such as mutual assistance” (Ivi, p. 437). While, in the perspective that this research 

adopts, the common sentiment of belonging to a community tied to a geographical area is a 

necessary condition to define a neighborhood, the existence of good neighborly relations is not. 

Albeit a quality that could contribute to defining the neighborhood in positive terms, good 

social attitudes within the neighborhood might also be absent or, rather, be replaced by 

relationships with a more antagonistic nature. What remains unchanged, no matter the nature 

of the relationships, is that the sharing of the space where they are formed is constant. 

 Another important aspect to be pointed out is that neighborhoods should not be seen as closed 

communities. On the contrary, the residents “possess a web of attachments that bind them to a 

variety of different organizations, interest groups, and workplaces well beyond the confines of 

the neighborhood” (Mooney-Melvin, 2014, p. 468).For example, residents of Giambellino go to 

their local church, the market or the public library, and participate in community meetings or 

in local voluntary activities. At the same time, they most likely work outside the neighborhood 

and commute through the city for a number of different activities. The neighborhood is still a 

primary source of interactions and relationships, but people develop those outside of 

Giambellino, too. While the role of place and proximity among neighborhoods is at the heart of 

its identity, it is important to keep in mind that a neighborhood is situated in a greater and 

complex urban setting with which frequent interactions develop.  In this sense, a neighborhood, 

especially if labelled as ‘peripheral’, can be defined through Castells’ complementary concept 

to the space of flows, namely the “space of places” (Castells, 1997). Castells describes places 

similarly to how neighborhoods have just been defined here, that is, by pointing at them in 

terms of “locale[s] whose form, function, and meaning, from the point of view of the social actor, 

are contained within the boundaries of physical contiguity.” (Castells, 1997, p. 14).  The space 
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of places, then, is the “predominant space of experience” (Ivi, p. 14), of everyday life, and of 

social and political control for the people who inhabit it. Within it, a connection to the cultural 

and historical roots of a place develops, as opposed to the immateriality of the space of flows.  

The significance of the neighborhood is that its interactions are internally focused; they are 

spontaneous and dictated by proximity. Therefore, the neighborhood as entity provides a 

contrast towards the center: the kind of spontaneity of the neighborhood’s interactions aren’t 

given when the center is both spatially and metaphorically distant. That is the case of the 

periphery of Milan, which we have described as socially marginal to the center. The 

neighborhood, then, serves as a frame through which the contrast between center and 

periphery can be both clarified and analyzed. Clarified, in the sense that the difficulty of the 

interaction between the central government of Milan and the residents of the periphery is made 

more explicit by its contrast with how spontaneous interactions take place through the 

proximity offered by the neighborhood. Since that spontaneity is not given between central 

government and residents of Giambellino, a peripheral neighborhood, interactions have to be 

specifically organized.  

In Giambellino, the organization of the interaction has taken the form of a redevelopment 

project for the neighborhood that is described by the government as part of their policies for 

the peripheries, named the Periphery Plan. What the next section will examine is how such an 

interaction between a political center, the government of Milan, and a peripheral neighborhood, 

Giambellino, can be analyzed: how does it function when it occurs? Why could it fail, or result 

in the residents’ critical attitude towards it? The following section will provide the theoretical 

elements to address such questions.  

2.2. Studying interactions between government and citizens 

Throughout the preparation of this research, I have come across numerous studies of 

interactions between local governments and residents, some even from Milan. Worth citing is 

the work of Savini on participatory projects in the neighborhood of Molise-Calvairate in Milan 

(Savini, 2011) and Citroni’s extensive research on the Zona 4 (one of the former boroughs of 

Milan) (Citroni, 2010) and on Via Padova (Citroni, 2016). Both scholars informed the 

knowledge about the city at the center of this research, and did so not only through their own 

works, but also through meetings and written communication. 
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Savini, specifically, looked into how interactions between local governments and civil society 

in Milan take place within the framework of structured interventions, such as participatory 

projects (Savini, 2011). While it is important to acknowledge the positive role that participatory 

projects may have in engaging communities, one should not ignore the fact that the interactions 

that stem from them are still organized by the center. Oftentimes, the center dictates the 

process and calls in facilitators, de facto keeping citizens from exercising their agency. This was 

the case in the process that Savini observed in the neighborhood of Molise-Calvairate, where 

an urban renewal initiative was organized through a participatory project facilitated by an 

external association that was not acquainted with the neighborhood. In a recent conversation 

(Savini, 2018), Savini recalled how the association had been recruited through a public 

tendering process to which the residents’ committee of the neighborhood did not have access, 

due to lack of means and strategic knowledge. This made the process more difficult altogether, 

as the external association who led it struggled to gain enough knowledge of the neighborhood 

and the trust of the residents.  

Citroni, too, looked at a case of redevelopment of an urban area, specifically the renewal of the 

Cascina Cuccagna in the Zona 4 borough of Milan, but focused on investigating the needs and 

dreams of residents invested in the urban renewal project (Citroni, 2010). Both their 

researches informed my knowledge of urban redevelopment projects and the different aspects 

pertaining to their analysis: the participation of citizens in the design and implementation, but 

also the less tangible aspects of the needs connected to the redevelopment itself. In looking at 

how the government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino interact, the aim of this research 

is to examine both aspects, in order to analyze how their interplay can help us understand why 

the redevelopment project for Giambellino is not being well received by its residents.  

The next section will address the participation of citizens in policy-making, and the possible 

shortcomings that different forms of participation may have. Then, the concept of framing will 

be presented as a tool to understand the perspectives of residents of Giambellino and of the 

government of Milan towards the redevelopment project and their relationship with each 

other. Finally, the role of emotions in policy-making will be introduced. These three elements 

compose the theoretical framework of analysis of the interaction between the government of 

Milan and the residents of Giambellino. Their interplay, then, allows for an understanding of 

both the practical aspects of the interaction and the less tangible ones.  
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2.2.1. Assessing the quality of the interaction in terms of citizens’ participation  

This research looks at the interaction between the government of Milan and residents of 

Giambellino as a concrete expression of the relationship between center and periphery. The 

interaction can be understood, in its practical dimension, by measuring the degree of 

involvement of citizens in policy-making, their ability to participate and share knowledge, 

ownership, and responsibilities. This involvement can also go beyond the scope of a single 

participatory project. Discussing participation of citizens in policy-making as an enlarged 

concept thus allows us to look at the history of interactions between the government of Milan 

and the residents of Giambellino, as well as the present, where a redevelopment project has 

been designed and now needs to be implemented.  

To further explain enlarged participation of citizens in policy making, it can be defined through 

the concept of “network governance”. In network governance, citizens are not bystanders but 

potential partners in policy making. As Damgaard and Lewis explain, the concept draws from 

the “observation that no one actor has the capability to reach desired policy outcomes alone”, 

which prompted “a large number of public and private actors [to be] called upon to contribute 

to the policy process.” (Damgaard & Lewis, 2015, p. 259). The end goal of network governance 

is to engage citizens in a collaborative effort with a positive outcome for all stakeholders 

involved (Ivi, p. 266). The concept of network governance then introduces the idea of other 

stakeholders, such as citizens, playing an active role in governance. It provides a framework for 

the analysis of how citizens are contributing to policy-making, and where they have some 

ownership of the process or are just invited to it by the government.  

These critical aspects of the contribution of citizens to policy-making had already been 

introduced by Arnstein in her “ladder of citizen participation” (Arnstein, 1969). Arnstein 

developed this model to classify all possible ways that the participation of citizens in policy 

making could be shaped. To this day, its great value lies not only in providing tools to assess the 

quality of participation, but in making them adaptable to endless contexts, so that they can be 

used both for a single participatory project as well as to evaluate the interaction of a 

government body with its constituency as a whole.  
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As the model shows7, participation can be of 

eight different shapes, which are ordered 

similarly to rugs on a ladder – the ladder here 

represents the quality of the participation, 

varying from factual nonparticipation at the 

bottom to its highest form, citizen control. The 

defining feature of each rung is the degree of 

relative power that citizens can attain. At the 

first two levels, participation is not genuine, 

but acts as a substitute through which 

“powerholders […] "educate" or "cure" the 

participants” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 217). These 

are followed by three degrees of Tokenism, 

where citizens “lack the power to have their views taken seriously by those who make decisions 

[…] because the exchange occurs essentially from officials to citizens” (Damgaard & Lewis, 

2015, p. 262). In the case of Placation, citizens have the opportunity to advise powerholders, 

but not to decide. Finally, “citizens can enter into a (6) Partnership that enables them to 

negotiate and engage in trade-offs with traditional power holders. At the topmost rungs, (7) 

Delegated Power and (8) Citizen Control, […] citizens obtain the majority of decision-making 

seats, or full managerial power” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 263).  

Arnstein’s model of citizen participation has enjoyed great popularity since its development, 

but it has also been criticized by a number of scholars. As Tritter and McCallum point out, the 

model lacks nuance, as “the sole measure of participation is power to make decisions and 

seizing this control is the true aim of citizen engagement” (Tritter & McCallum, 2006, p. 157). 

They argue that the model fails to consider the process and the outcome, suggesting that other 

dimensions of possible participation should be considered, moving beyond the only dimension 

of power-seizing struggle that Arnstein suggests (Ivi, p. 158). The main issue with seeing citizen 

control as the final goal of participation in policy making is, according to Tritter and Mc Callum, 

that  

                                                      

7 The scheme of the “ladder of citizen participation” is taken from Arnstein’s original article (Arnstein, 1969).  
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“it is unlikely that it will ever be possible to avoid the use of proxies for the voice of users and 

the public. […] [O]fficials are rarely in a position to transfer their workload or responsibility. For 

this reason, concentration on the delegation of power from officials to users does not lead to 

citizen control unless authority and responsibility are also delegated.” (Ivi, p. 162).  

This research recognizes the critical arguments against Arnstein’s model of citizen 

participation. It does not suggest that the ultimate goal of citizens when engaging with 

government officials around policy-making efforts should be to seize complete control of the 

process. Yet, it appreciates the model for how it can offer a framework of reference to analyze 

the interaction between Milan’s city government and the residents of the peripheral 

neighborhood of Giambellino, especially by underlining how participation can be used by 

government to exercise a further control on citizens, by including the in a decision-making 

process which they virtually have no ownership on. Thus, the analysis will use the critique 

developed by Arnstein to argue why the help that the government of Milan has triedto offer to 

the residents of Giambellino has not been well received. Arnstein’s argument offers an 

‘alphabet’, or a terminology, to define the qualities and the degrees of participation, and it can 

help to shed a light on misunderstandings and expectations between the parties. In the 

interaction between the residents of Giambellino and Milan’s central government, such a 

misunderstanding is present. As we will see in Chapter Four, residents of Giambellino were only 

involved in the design of the redevelopment project, and then cut out of the implementation of 

it, to their own surprise and disappointment.  

Other than the degree of relative power, other factors can be included to evaluate the quality of 

the participation of the residents of Giambellino to policy-making initiatives for their 

neighborhood. One such factor is the way the pool of citizens who participate is selected. The 

ability of participation to remedy to the possible lack of knowledge of the government of Milan 

is influenced by how representative the selected citizens are for their community, as Fung 

argues (Fung, 2006, p. 67). Fung combines the importance of the selection of who is 

participating with another factor, namely the way the two actors, policy-makers and citizens, 

communicate, which can be more or less intense. The degree of intensity “indicates roughly the 

level of investment, knowledge, and commitment required of participants” (Ivi, p. 69.). These 

two factors, together with the degree of influence citizens can attain, which is what Arnstein 

analyses, lead to the construction of a “democracy cube”. It serves as a tool to explore the 
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different mechanisms for participation and how well they’re suited to address the challenges 

of policy-making (Ivi, p. 70).  

While doing research in Giambellino, it soon became clear that the way the design process and 

the implementation of the redevelopment project was carried out was relevant to understand 

the interaction between the residents and the central government of Milan. At the same time, 

what also emerged was that the analysis of the interaction in its practical terms, thus through 

looking at the participation of residents of Giambellino to decision-making, wouldn’t quite 

capture the complexity of the interaction in its entirety. So, while an analysis of the degree of 

citizens participation in decision making does in this case allow to pinpoint some of the 

shortcomings that the interaction has ran into, other layers of analysis could push our 

understanding of the interaction further. For this reason, a second dimension of analysis, 

concerned with the intangible aspects of the interaction, was introduced.  

If the analysis of the quality of residents’ participation to the redevelopment project for 

Giambellino addresses the question of how the interaction is functioning, then framing theory, 

which will be outlined in the next section, can help understand how both actors make sense of 

the interaction and how their experience has an influence on it. Finally, looking at the role of 

emotions in policy-making can allow to recognize what feelings residents of Giambellino have 

with regards to the redevelopment of Giambellino, and how those feelings feed in their 

perspective of the relationship towards the government of Milan. 

2.2.2. Connecting definitions and people’s experience through frames and narratives  

To understand why an effort by the government of Milan to help the neighborhood of 

Giambellino is seen negatively by its resident, looking at how citizens where involved in 

designing and carrying out that help is an important first step, but is in itself not sufficient. The 

analysis has to dig deeper into the actors’ points of view of the issue at hand in order to better 

comprehend why they are placing themselves towards it in the way they do. How do actors 

make sense of the interaction? What can influence that sense-making process? To help us 

formulate thorough answers to these questions, we can introduce frames and narratives as 

concepts.   

In Goffman’s seminal work, frames are defined as “schemata of interpretation” that allow 

people to “locate, perceive, identify, and label” experiences and events that occur in their life 
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(Goffmann, 1974, p. 21). Frames contribute to rendering events meaningful and thus help in 

organizing and guiding action. They do so by “simplifying and condensing aspects of the ‘world 

out there’” (Benford & Snow, 2000, p. 614). As Schön and Rein explain, frames are constructed 

through a process, named ‘framing’, which is characterized by two fundamental tensions: 

“[f]rames are neither entirely intentional nor tacit and frames conceal as they reveal, in part by 

the way commitments insulate themselves from reflection” (in Hajer & Laws, 2006, p. 257).  

In their everyday life, people frame their experiences, the things they observe, and the events 

that happen to them  in a way that makes them coherent with their expectations and values. 

Essentially, framing is a way to give meaning to everyday accounts, allowing us to act upon 

them in ways that appear intrinsically coherent. Framing is a process through which individuals 

seek to reduce the weight of doubt in the decisions they are facing. This is particularly 

important in the field of policy making, where framing takes place when practitioners attempt 

to make sense of a certain situations in order to be able to respond to it effectively (Hajer & 

Laws, 2006, p. 256).  

One of the first things that I noticed when doing research in Milan was that the terms ‘center’ 

and ‘periphery’ were not just abstract theoretical concepts that had oriented the preparation 

of the field work but were, in fact, used by the people I encountered, both members of Milan’s 

government and residents of Giambellino, to describe the way they experienced the interaction 

and their point of view of each other. They were using the terms as frames, to make sense of 

their experience and to collocate it according to their perspective. In the case of this research, 

then, theories on framing allow for an acknowledgement of the process that leads members of 

the government of Milan, thus policy makers, to frame peripheries in a specific way that then 

informs their actions and interventions in this realm of policy. At the same time, frames allow 

the residents of Giambellino to make sense of their life in a peripheral neighborhood and of 

their relationship to a center. Further, the interaction between the central government and the 

residents of Giambellino can be understood as a process of framing and reframing, where actors 

make sense of what they experience and the way they make sense of it influences how they act 

upon it and thus the outcome of the whole interaction. For example, if residents of Giambellino 

have framed their past experiences of interaction with the central government of Milan as 

negative, then this aspect is going to weigh in in how they respond to new interactions today 

and how they make sense of them.  
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A further relevant aspect of framing theory that can help understand the interaction between 

residents of Giambellino and the government of Milan, is the fact that different actors can frame 

issues, or conflicts they are involved in, very differently. As Schön and Rein describe, a frame 

conflict in policy-making can emerge “over the naming and framing of a policy situation” 

whereby actors have different viewpoints “over the social meaning of an issue domain, where 

meaning implies not only what an issue is but what is to be done” (Schön & Rein, 1994, p. 29). 

The main challenge with frames conflicts in policy-making, is that the conflict could translate 

into what Schön and Rein call a “policy controversy” (Ivi, p. 31). Actors have no possibility to 

actors to resort to the ‘facts’ to resolve the conflict, because there is no objective framework, 

that all actors agree upon, where the disagreement can be managed.   

Another possible way through which individuals can make sense of their experiences is 

narratives. The act of narrating takes place in an interaction (Hajer & Laws, 2006, p. 260). 

Storytelling, then, is not an act that can take place in a completely isolated environment, on the 

contrary, it is “a principle way of ordering, of constructing shared meaning and organizational 

realities” (Ivi, p. 260). As Janssens points out, however,  

“[w]hile stories have an ordering force, they do not fully determine every action. Indeed, their 

meaning, although structuring, is never fully complete nor strictly unambiguous (Jansen, 2000). 

We perceive the world through stories, but we also actively contribute to this world by pushing 

stories in certain directions.” (Janssens, 2017, p. 32) 

The act of narrating can be a deliberate one, where an individual seeks to promote a specific 

story for strategic purposes. Yet, being a relational activity, storytelling’s success significantly 

depends on “how others respond to it, twist it, take it up” (Hajer & Laws, 2006, p. 260).  

Narratives add another layer of complexity to the process through which individuals make 

sense of their experience, namely by sharing accounts of them with other people and, in that 

process, attempting to reduce ambiguity and doubt. This can happen at the level of a 

neighborhood, where residents share not only places, but also activities, experiences and 

relationships, which can prompt them to develop shared narratives. It can also happen within 

the city government, where policy proposals can be informed by a shared understanding that 

actors have of a certain dilemma. In the case of Giambellino, then, the role of narratives can help 

to further understand the interaction between the neighborhood’s residents and the central 

city government by pointing at the importance of how narratives are formed in an interaction. 
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As the analysis will further explain, it appears that no shared narrative exists around 

Giambellino, what kind of neighborhood it is and what it will become after the redevelopment 

project. The absence of such a shared narrative of the neighborhood, both among its residents 

and between residents and government of Milan can provide a further argument for why the 

redevelopment project is not well received in Giambellino and the overall interaction with the 

government is judged negatively.  

The observations made during the field research period in Giambellino called for a further 

dimension of the analysis beyond the practical aspects of the interaction between the residents 

of Giambellino and the government of Milan, what we have called an intangible dimension of 

analysis. Intangible, because it is concerned with understanding processes that influence the 

interaction but that can’t be seen and practically evaluated, unlike the participation of the 

residents of Giambellino to the redevelopment project. Framing theory and narratives 

contribute to shape the analysis of how actors approach the interaction, by allowing to address 

how previous experiences or the choice of certain descriptive terms, such as center and 

periphery, influence their perspective on the interaction, which then feeds into how it is carried 

out. Another layer of the intangible dimension of the analysis is provided by the study of the 

presence of emotions in policy-making, which will be at the heart of the next section.  

2.2.3. Policy making and emotions  

The development of policies often entails planning – of urban regeneration projects or of 

specific interventions in neighborhoods, for example. As Hoch argues, planning is seen as a fully 

rational act, especially by the practitioners who perform it, and the judgements and decisions 

developed throughout it should be immune from emotions (Hoch, 2006, p. 367). Yet, feelings in 

planning do matter – especially in cases where citizens are directly involved in the process and 

interact with planners and government officials. Thus Hoch suggests that: 

“[if] we cannot escape emotions as we make plans, then we need to learn how they shape 

expectations and judgment in more valid and useful ways that will improve both planning 

insight and action.” (Ivi, p. 378.) 

Similarly, Baum argues in favor of developing an approach to participation of citizens in policy 

making where feelings and emotions are taken into account rather than dismissed (Baum, 

1999). The main point here is that the development of policies always entails some kind of 

change, both in the city (for example through the construction of new buildings or public 
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transport lines) as well as in the everyday life of the citizens, which will be very strongly 

impacted by this change. People, however, are often rather reluctant to face change: “[p]eople 

experience change – even when it improves their lives, even when they choose or enact it – as 

loss. […] [W]e react with […] impulses of seeking to return to a time when we were secure” 

(Baum, 1999, p. 8). Change is the loss of a past, perhaps a bad past, one where people struggled, 

but one that was known and where people had a place and a role that gave stability. It is 

important to point out that the struggle with change does not indicate a difficulty from the side 

of citizens to recognize that change might be necessary, because the neighborhood does have 

issues that need to be addressed. As Laws and Forrester put it,  

“That the residents will feel nostalgic, perhaps cherished, attachments to the way things have 

been does not mean they don’t know when a community center needs replacing, or that they 

won’t support new infrastructure, new parks or housing or roads.” (Laws & Forester, 2015, p. 

105).  

The point is, rather, that residents want to recognize the flaws of their neighborhood on their 

own, and not have them pointed out by policy makers, who do not recognize the symbolic 

significance that some places in the neighborhood have for its residents. Baum therefore 

suggests that all planning processes, whose outcome will be a change in citizens’ lives, should 

include a “transitional space” dedicated to elaborating past experiences and building a shared 

narrative for a future that they can see as brighter and not as daunting (Baum, 1999, p. 12).  

Change, in everyday life as well as in policy making, entails giving up the past. So, a plan for 

change should include a phase of mourning that past, to be able to let it go. In his experience as 

a practitioner, Hofman had to face similar challenges, and learned to recognize that “good 

participation and change is also about a focus on the loss of the last neighborhood. We can only 

be prepared for the new neighborhood, if you can let go of your old neighborhood, if you can 

grieve for the old one” (Laws & Forester, 2015, p. 102).  

When arguing for the inclusion of the role of emotions in policy making, the primary goal is to 

try to bridge an inevitable tension in policy making: that for one side of the interaction, namely 

the government, developing interventions that will provoke some change is part of the job that 

they are called to do, whereas for the residents experiencing the intervention, the change will 

most likely impact their everyday life. For this reason, the residents develop emotions such as 

the ones that were previously depicted, namely the fear of change or the grief towards the past 
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that they have to let go. Only considering the practical implications of citizens involvement in 

policy making would not quite capture this tension, as it only considers the concrete aspects of 

the process, thus seeing policies as ‘doing a job’. On the other hand, only looking at the role of 

frames in influencing an interaction would run the risk of excluding those very same aspects, 

focusing the analysis solely on the symbolic importance that residents may attribute to policies.  

This depiction of the role of emotions in policy making, then, makes it possible to avoid these 

risks and to transform the analysis into a multi-dimensional one, where both the practical and 

the intangible aspects of the interaction between the government of Milan and the residents of 

Giambellino can be taken into account in a cohesive way. The recognition of emotions in policy-

making, or the lack thereof, can contribute to pin-pointing whether the complex character of a 

neighborhood in transition is addressed and clarified, and whether this impacts the interaction.  

In more concrete terms, the multi-dimensional relevance of this research can be understood as 

follows. 

Giambellino, the neighborhood that serves as a case for this research, is and will be affected by 

significant change in the coming years: it is the construction site of a new metro line, as well as 

of a plan of structural interventions and redevelopment laid out by the city administration. 

There’s a practical dimension to these changes, which entails the way they will be carried out 

concretely, and the way they were discussed and developed through an interaction between 

Milan’s central government and the residents of Giambellino. Yet, change can also be 

emotionally charged, as it will affect the life of the people living in Giambellino in a way that 

looking solely at the redevelopment project as a product of policy-making doesn’t convey. The 

interaction between residents of Giambellino and the central government of Milan, then, is 

influenced by the emotions towards change that residents feel. Additionally, the interaction 

between the two actors is also shaped by the way they make sense of it by including past 

experiences, different perspectives or the use of potentially connoted terminology in their 

framing and in the narration of the neighborhood.  

2.3. Conclusions 

This chapter has developed a theoretical framework through which the analysis of the 

interaction between the central government of Milan and the residents of the neighborhood of 

Giambellino can be carried out.  
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In the first section of the chapter, two key concepts informing this research were defined, and 

the implications of their use explained. These were center-periphery relations as an 

overarching theme of this research and the neighborhood as a unit of analysis.  

In the second section, we discovered the different theoretical dimensions that this analysis will 

have, namely a practical dimension that encompasses the degree of involvement of citizens in 

the decision-making processes that affect them, and an intangible dimension, which is 

concerned with understanding how the actors within an interaction make sense of their 

experience through frames and narratives. Another layer of the intangible dimension of the 

analysis is explained by looking into how different emotions of citizens can tap into the 

development of policies.  

At the beginning of the chapter, the puzzle at the heart of this thesis was introduced: why is an 

effort by the government of Milan to help the peripheral neighborhood of Giambellino 

perceived and responded to negatively within the neighborhood itself? The three core elements 

of the theoretical framework help analyzing of this puzzle because they raise further sensitizing 

questions that need to be addressed. Through looking at participation of residents of 

Giambellino in the design and implementation of the redevelopment project for their 

neighborhood, we can ask how that participation functioned. To what degree were residents 

included in the process? Did their expectations of participation match the way it was carried 

out? How did residents and the government of Milan interact throughout the whole process? 

As the analysis will convey, there was indeed a mismatch between what residents pointed as 

needs of Giambellino and the kind of responses that the government was able to give to those 

needs. This mismatch can be better understood by looking at the underlying frames through 

which actors make sense of their interactions. The question, then, is whether the frames that 

the residents of Giambellino and the members of the city government have, match and if they 

at least interact. How do past experiences of interaction with the city government influence 

how residents of Giambellino see the redevelopment project? Does the choice of terms such as 

‘periphery’ to describe Giambellino influence the residents’ point of view? And do these two 

factors contribute to the mismatch between frames?  

The interactions taking between the central government of Milan and the residents of 

Giambellino around the redevelopment project for the neighborhood can also be understood in 

terms of a process that will bring change to the neighborhood. In practical terms, the change 
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will mean new buildings, a new metro line, a new library and so on. Yet, that same change can 

also be seen as affecting the residents’ life beyond the scope of the redevelopment project. It’s 

then important to ask what emotions, and most of all, what fears, do residents of Giambellino 

feel towards the redevelopment of their neighborhood? Are these emotions recognized in the 

interaction with the government of Milan? Do they, too, impact the way residents frame the 

interaction, and its outcome?  

Chapter Four will address these questions with the help of the data collected throughout the 

fieldwork period, and will thus provide a guide to understand the puzzle that was just 

discussed. Before that, however, the following chapter will explain how the research was 

designed and how the data that informs the analysis was collected.  
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3.  Research Design 

The preceding chapter discussed the goal of this thesis: to analyze why the residents of the 

neighborhood of Giambellino respond negatively to initiatives by the government of Milan 

intended to help the neighborhood. This goal was operationalized in a program of field research 

that was conducted during the spring of 2018. These efforts developed a broader interest in 

understanding political tensions between center and periphery in Europe that inspired the 

research. Tensions between the central government and neighborhoods observed at the level 

of the city in Milan provided the basis for framing a research question focused on interaction 

between the central government of Milan and the residents of peripheral neighborhoods. The 

research itself, followed a design that features Giambellino as a case study and specifies an 

approach to field work that guided the collection of data in Giambellino. 

The first section of this chapter discusses the choices that led to this design. These began with 

the decision that a case study was the most appropriate research approach to investigate the 

interaction between the central government of Milan and the residents of a peripheral 

neighborhood. This choice was followed by the decision to focus on Giambellino as an 

appropriate and interesting case for the study. The second section reviews the goals that orient 

the research design and the methods of data collection that were employed. Section three 

reviews the challenges that arose throughout the field research period. Finally, the last section 

reflects on ethical considerations that were raised, particularly concerning my responsibilities 

as a researcher, and how these were addressed.  

3.1. The neighborhood as a case study  

The original interest that lead to the development of this research was to investigate how 

center-periphery relations play out in a concrete setting. More specifically, the City of Milan was 

identified as a location where the relationship between the central government of a city and 

peripheral neighborhoods is playing out concretely in the development and implementation of 

policy. A case study of a particular neighborhood was decided upon as the most appropriate 

way to analyze how such policies are received by residents of the neighborhoods for which they 

are designed. A number of reasons informed this decision.  

First, the interaction at the center of the research fits with Yin’s description of a case study as,  

“an empirical inquiry that 
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-  investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially  

- when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 2003, 

p. 13) 

In studying the interactions between the city government and the residents of a peripheral 

neighborhood it seemed likely that clear-cut boundaries between the object of study, namely 

the interaction, and the policy context in which these interactions take place would be difficult 

to identify. As discussed in Chapter Two, the double identity of center-periphery relations – 

they are both an overarching theme and terms used by actors use to make sense of their 

intentions and interaction – poses a challenge. Following a case study research strategy 

provided a way to capture this challenge and develop a design that makes it workable.  

The use of a case study also avoids the generalizations that many macro approaches have relied 

on and allows to gain a more nuanced view of the behavior of the actors in a set of interactions. 

In this sense, the research is also inspired by Flyvberg’s approach to case study research 

(Flyvbjerg, 2004), which criticizes the image of case studies as too specific and context 

dependent to provide a basis for generalization. In Flyvberg’s approach, case studies have value 

in providing “context-dependent knowledge and experience that are at the very heart of expert 

activity” (cited in: Verloo, 2015, p. 95). As seen in Chapter Two, Schön explains how one of the 

aspects through which center and periphery can be differentiated is by looking at how 

knowledge travels: usually in one direction only, namely from the center to the periphery 

(Treviño, 1997). The choice of case study research, then, offers the opportunity to challenge the 

mono-directional travel of knowledge, by collecting context-dependent knowledge from within 

a peripheral neighborhood, as Flyvberg suggests. Moreover, case study research provided a 

way to conduct field work in a peripheral neighborhood, to analyze residents’ perspectives and 

experiences, and to relate these to the broader questions that motivated the research.  

A more macro approach to studying ‘the periphery’ of Milan from a bird’s-eye view, would risk 

homogenizing distinct areas under the term ‘periphery’ and obscure differences at the level of 

the neighborhood that might be important for understanding interactions between the 

neighborhood and the central government. A case study of one neighborhood in Milan, by 

contrast, would provide the depth that could capture the nuances of community and history, 

and of interaction, that might be important in understanding the relationship between the 

government of the city and the residents of ‘the periphery’. Limiting the scope of the research, 

was important to bring an appropriate degree of nuance into the analysis.  
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The choice of what neighborhood should be the object of the case study was influenced by a 

number of reflections. It took into account the way that peripheries are defined in policy making 

efforts as economically and socially deprived areas that need targeted interventions in fields 

like housing, security, and infrastructure, to develop. While recognizing the controversial 

generalization that this definition contains, the research design treated this framing as 

distinctive of politics and policy and sought to understand its implications by engaging with 

exactly those areas that are subjected to it. Within this definition, it is important to consider 

what characteristics would make a neighborhood valuable as a case study. Other than being 

defined as ‘peripheral’ by the central government of Milan, it seemed important to focus on a 

neighborhood that was not dominated by a specific issue such as organized crime, or drug 

abuse that might color policy and dominate the interaction between the government and 

residents. Finally, it seemed important that the neighborhood that was selected would have an 

active civil society, rooted in the neighborhood, that had the capacity to interact with the city 

government.  

On the basis of these distinctions an initial scan was made of neighborhoods that fit the broad 

criteria and also seemed to be interesting. Giambellino was one of the neighborhoods that had 

been shortlisted. It appeared to be worth pursuing as a case study for two main reasons. Firstly, 

Giambellino was the focus of attention in the Periphery Plan, the most important policy 

instrument for addressing the perceived deficiencies in Milan’s peripheries. Within this 

framework, the interaction with the city government was seen as a relevant issue by residents 

themselves. Giambellino also fit with the preliminary characteristics for an apt case study that 

had been previously defined. Second, Giambellino provided practical advantages. It was the 

neighborhood where it seemed most feasible to gain access to a large number of residents, 

volunteer organizations and committees working within the neighborhood within the time 

frame of the study. Focusing on Giambellino made it possible to put the field research in motion 

in a timely manner.  

3.2. Methods for fieldwork 

The design for the research period in Milan responded to two overarching goals. The first was 

to investigate the interaction between the residents of Giambellino and the central government 

of Milan, by looking at the issues at the heart of the interaction, the actors directly involved in 

it, and their experience of the interactions. Secondly, the research set out to explore the 

influence of the broader framework of center-periphery relations within which these 
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interactions take place, by investigating how peripheries are defined both by the government 

and by residents of Giambellino, and how life in a peripheral neighborhood is described by 

those who experience it. The two overarching goals work together to provide a framework that 

would allow the investigation of both the nature of the interactions between local government 

and residents and of how the use of the center-periphery dichotomy shapes them, while, at the 

same time, remaining open to other influences on these interactions.  

To attain these goals, the research was conducted by engaging both with residents of 

Giambellino and with members of Milan’s central government.  Two main methods of data 

collection were employed in engaging these two actors – interviews and participant 

observation.  

3.2.1. Interviews 

In the case of interviews, the collection of data took place mainly through semi-structured 

interviews. Techniques for narrative interviews were partially employed in the preparation the 

interviews, especially with regards to Weiss’ advice on how to elicit stories from interviewees  

(Weiss, 1994). Interviewees were selected through snowball sampling (Geddes, et al., 2018). 

As mentioned above, Giambellino was the neighborhood where the access to potential 

respondents presented the fewest challenges. In an effort to expand the pool of interviewees, 

all respondents were asked if they could identify other residents of Giambellino or, depending 

on the context, other members of the city government to include in the interviews. Overall, 23 

interviews ranging between 45 and 90 minutes were carried out over the course of one month 

of fieldwork. A list of interviewees can be found in the appendix. They can be roughly divided 

into two categories. 

The first category includes members of the central government of Milan, ranging from high-

ranking government officials, including the Mayor himself, to policy advisors and members of 

departments that were directly involved in the redevelopment project for Giambellino. Many 

of these interviews can be ascribed to the category of elite interviews. Their preparation was 

based on the analysis of techniques for elite interviews carried out by Harvey (Harvey, 2011) 

and by Aberbach and Rockman (Aberbach & Rockman, 2002). Interviews with members of this 

categories focused on the policies put in place by the government of Milan for peripheries, on 

the expected impact for residents and the government’s relationship with them, and on the 

choice of the use of the term ‘periphery’ and its potential influence on policy-making. The choice 
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of integrating the case study of Giambellino with the perspective of the government of Milan, 

one of the two parties in the interaction at hand, stemmed from the acknowledgement that the 

inclusion of both perspectives was fundamental to developing a multifaceted analysis. Rather 

than relying on media accounts, public statements, and policy documents, interviews with 

members of the city government provided the means to get in-depth points of view on aspects 

relevant to the analysis. 

The second category of interviewees was made up of residents of Giambellino. The research 

drew on the working assumption that the residents of Giambellino could be divided into 

organized and unorganized residents, the former being more active and involved in civil society 

organizations. As the research developed, however, it became clear that the division between 

the two was not as clear cut as expected. As the section on challenges in the research process 

will explain, it was very difficult to get in touch with residents who did not participate in 

community initiatives in any way. While the goal of talking to as many residents as possible was 

maintained, to get a multifaceted view of life in Giambellino, the distinction between organized 

and unorganized residents was abandoned, and the focus became collecting different 

contrasting points of views from all quarters of the neighborhood. Interviews with residents 

served to inquire into the quality of the relationships with the local government and its ability 

to address issues relevant to the neighborhood. The development of policies designed for 

peripheries was also discussed during interviews, together with the residents’ perceptions of 

what it means to live in a neighborhood described as ‘periphery’ by the government.  

3.2.2. Participant observation 

The approach to studying Giambellino, and its residents’ interactions with the central 

government of Milan, was inspired by urban ethnographic research, in the way scholars from 

The Chicago School carried out their research. They “used to treat the city as a laboratory for 

understanding the dynamics in social behavior. [Their] methods […] challenged researchers to 

go out into the city to see what happened” (Verloo, 2015, p. 96). Two concrete examples of this 

methodology are “The death and life of great American cities” by Jane Jacobs (Jacobs, 1992) and 

“The View from the Barrio” by Lisa Redfield Peattie (Redfield Peattie, 1968). Even though the 

contexts in which they worked differs significantly from the one offered by Milan and 

Giambellino, their approach to studying cities, neighborhoods and dynamics within them has 

informed my approach to field research and the role that observation played in it. Rather than 

just going to Giambellino to meet with interviewees, the goal was to get to know the 
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neighborhood as much as possible, to augment the narratives expressed in interviews with 

concrete images and experiences. Participant observation, then, as a second method for data 

collection, was carried out in two different ways. First, it was important to observe Giambellino 

as a spatial entity, recognizing which locations were important for the community and recurred 

in the respondents’ accounts. For example, the issue of the neglect of public housing buildings 

emerged throughout numerous interviews. For it to be analyzed thoroughly, the housing had 

to be observed as well, which meant visiting the public housing area and asking residents to 

allow me to take pictures of their homes.  

In her work, Verloo points at the tension between being “a participant observer or an observing 

participant” (Verloo, 2015, p. 106), which hangs on whether the emphasis is on the act of 

observing or on participating. In Giambellino, I was mostly an observing participant. I observed 

meetings of residents’ committees, associations and borough council meetings without actively 

taking part in discussions. In some moments, however, I became a participant observer, as I 

helped with a community lunch and went gardening in a community garden together with a 

resident. The purpose of not only observing, but actively engaging with the residents of 

Giambellino, was to gain further knowledge on the neighborhood and how its residents interact 

with the government of Milan. Additionally, it allowed me to establish a trust relationship, 

which resulted in getting in touch with other interviewees or being invited to further 

community gatherings.  

To prepare for the fieldwork, I also drew inspiration from Burawoy’s reflections on the 

“extended case method” (Burawoy, 1998). The extended case method is based on a reflexive 

approach to social science, that is a  

“model of science that embraces not detachment but engagement as the road to knowledge. […] 

[It] starts out from dialogue, virtual or real, between observer and participants, embeds such 

dialogue within a second dialogue between local processes and extralocal forces that in turn can 

only be comprehended through a third, expanding dialogue of theory with itself” (Burawoy, 

1998, p. 5).  

Reflexive science is then applied to ethnography, with the purpose of being able to “extend out” 

from the field (Ivi, p. 5). As Verloo puts it, Burawoy suggests: “that one could think of reflexive 

science as an intervention into the field that demands the researcher to improvise and execute 

research as a process. After the period of fieldwork […] the researcher structures his data […] 
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and restructures by reflecting on the integration between theory and findings”. (Verloo, 2015, 

p. 99).  

The reflection on my research was an important aspect of my field research period. To help sort 

through the thoughts and impressions that I collected through participant observation I kept a 

field diary for the whole period. In the field diary I made annotations to the interviews, such as 

impressions on the interviewee and on the location, which were useful in gaining further 

understanding of some parts of the interviews when reading the transcripts. The use of a field 

diary as a tool for reflection helped me to adjust my methods for the fieldwork as I went along, 

bringing relevant aspects to my attention, which I might had forgotten about if I had not kept 

them in writing. The case of the library as an example for mismatch between needs and 

answers, which will be presented in the next chapter, is one such example of information that I 

was able to delve into because I kept track of it in writing. 

3.3. Challenges in the research process  

The main challenge that emerged throughout the research process was to get access to 

potential interviewees. Even though it was previously mentioned that Giambellino was picked 

as a case study because of the rapidity in accessing its neighborhoods, there was difficulty in 

getting in touch with interviewees that could represent the variety of entities present in the 

neighborhood. The research was designed on the premise that it would be possible to 

differentiate between organized and unorganized residents among those living in Giambellino. 

It soon became clear that access to unorganized residents would be very complicated to gain. 

As we have seen in the Introduction to this thesis, Giambellino’s population is very fragmented 

and there exists a quite clear divide between those who live in or engage with public housing, 

and those who live in private housing and do not interact with the former. In the case of 

unorganized residents in public housing, some contact was made possible with the help of 

organizations supporting them. Yet, it became apparent that many were vulnerable, and while 

meeting them made me comprehend the degree of struggle and poverty of some residents of 

Giambellino, I decided not to consider them as possible respondents for this research to protect 

their safety and to avoid exploiting their vulnerable state. With regards to unorganized 

residents living in private real estate, access to them was complicated because there were very 

few points of contact and snowball sampling was not as successful as it was with contacting 

members of organizations or residents’ committees. In the end, I adjusted the research design 

to move away from the original classification between organized and unorganized residents, 
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and focused on getting the largest possible pool of interviewees, regardless of their involvement 

in community activities or their affiliation to organizations working in the neighborhood.  

Another challenge, related to the first one, is the representativeness of the respondents for their 

community. At this point, it is important to clarify that the collected responses and the way they 

were elaborated in the analysis do not aim to represent all entities present in the neighborhood. 

Due to the time constraints given by the duration of the fieldwork, only those among potential 

interviewees that were available in that short period of time could be interviewed. I am certain 

that further research would have allowed me to collect even more perspectives on the 

neighborhood of Giambellino and the redevelopment project, both by its residents and by 

members of the government of Milan.  

3.4. Ethical concerns 

Ethical concerns and considerations for this research project have been assembled in 

consultation with the ethics guidelines of the Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research 

and with Hammersley’s observations on the role of ethics in ethnographic research 

(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, pp. 209-229).  

Interviews were carried out after respondents agreed to them in oral or written form. 

Respondents were granted the option of not being recorded or to have parts, or the whole 

interview, anonymized. To further ensure that respondents were satisfied with their answers, 

and to give them the opportunity to correct details or to specify parts they did not want to be 

published, all transcripts were sent via e-mail to the respondents. In cases of participant 

observation, where the meetings were not recorded, and all the observations were written 

down in my own field diary, there was a process of anonymization and, where necessary, 

editing, so that actors could not be identified. This step was taken because of the difficulty of 

ensuring explicit consent from all participants in meetings, especially in cases of public 

meetings with a high number of participants.  

One further concern that emerged in the preparation of this research was my own role as a 

researcher, given my past experiences in local politics in support of the current Mayor of Milan, 

Beppe Sala. Only on very few occasions throughout the fieldwork period was it necessary to 

underline my position as an unbiased researcher as opposed to a political supporter. Given the 

interest in the topic of research by the interviewees, the worry that the research could be 
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exploited for political purposes was present. To avoid that happening, a critical reflection on 

my work as a researcher was carried out throughout the entire period of field research.  

3.5. Conclusion 

This chapter outlined the process through which this research was designed and carried out. 

The interest in the interaction between the residents of a peripheral neighborhood in Milan and 

the central city government was translated into a case study of the peripheral neighborhood of 

Giambellino, in order to understand why the efforts by the city government to redevelop the 

neighborhood have not been well received by the residents. To investigate this issue, two 

methods of research were employed: interviews with both members of the city government 

and residents of Giambellino and participant observation of everyday life in the neighborhood. 

The two goals in carrying out the research were: one, to investigate the interaction between the 

government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino, and two, to understand the significance 

of the use of the term ‘periphery’ both in policy-making and in the everyday lives of the 

residents of a neighborhood that is described as such. Despite the challenges that emerged 

throughout the research period, a great amount of useful and detailed material was collected. 

This material was translated into the main findings8 of this research, which will be presented 

and thoroughly analyzed in the following chapter.  

  

                                                      

8 The findings will be presented mostly with the help of excerpts from the interviews in form of quotes. I personally 
translated the quotes from Italian into English.  
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4. Why the feeding hand gets bitten  

Chapter Two laid out the theoretical framework for analyzing the interaction between the 

government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino. This framework was organized along 

two dimensions, one more practical and tangible, and the other intangible.  

The practical dimension of the analysis is concerned with assessing the degree and the quality 

of citizens' participation in drafting the redevelopment plan for Giambellino. It is meant to 

address the question of what role participation can play in influencing the quality of the 

interaction between residents and government. The first section of this chapter responds to 

this question by analyzing the interaction between residents and government with the help of 

the framework provided by Arnstein’s “ladder of citizen participation” (Arnstein, 1969). It will 

also delve into the difficulty of including all residents’ perspectives in a condition of a divided 

neighborhood, as Giambellino is.  

The intangible dimension of the analysis draws on framing to analyze how actors make sense 

of their experience and how the construction of frames influences the perspective on the 

interaction that actors have. The second section of this chapter will examine frame conflicts 

between government and neighborhood residents and the factors that influence the framing 

process. At the same time, it will highlight the presence of different narratives within 

Giambellino and the role that this plays on constructing a shared narrative of the neighborhood 

and its change.  

Another aspect of the intangible dimension of the analysis is the role of emotions in policy 

making. The fourth section will present the challenge of dealing with the feelings that a policy 

decision such as the redevelopment project for Giambellino can provoke. It will consider the 

different perspectives on change that the city government and the residents of Giambellino 

have, and the emotions that change entails for the latter. The question that will orient this 

section is how the acknowledgement of emotions (or the lack thereof) can impact the 

interaction between government and residents.  

The final section of this chapter will summarize the findings of this research and draw 

concluding remarks on their interplay. 
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4.1. The role of citizens in designing a Masterplan 

4.1.1. Brief history of the redevelopment plan and what it entails 

“Right now Milan is functioning, in numbers, in investments, in the attraction of tourists, but if 

we continue […] [w]e bring forward this risk of Milan going ‘at two speeds’, and that someone 

else is clearly disadvantaged; we create the conditions for social tensions that are seen 

elsewhere and are not good for anyone, either those who suffer in certain situations, or in 

general for the city and its reputation. So, there is actually a point of heart and sensitivity, but 

there is also a point of rationality, because it is quite evident that what we see in other cities, […], 

is the sediment of a long period in which these differences have been exalted. So, since during 

the election campaign I realized that, in particular on the outskirts, little has been done in the 

last long period, I thought that we should give a tangible sign, and also one of strong political 

proposal.”v (Sala, 2018, p. 1) 

With this explanation, Beppe Sala, the Mayor of Milan, introduced the Periphery Plan, a 

structured plan of interventions in different ‘peripheral’ neighborhoods in the city. The 

Periphery Plan was developed during Sala’s electoral campaign, as Corrado Bina, the Director 

of the Directorate for Peripheries, points out: “in reality, the outskirts plan as it has been 

conceived still derives from the election campaign of the Mayor, that is, part of the package of 

project proposals, part of Sala's candidacy”vi (Bina, 2018, p. 3). It has now been delegated to the 

Directorate for Peripheries, an administrative structure specifically created to coordinate the 

Periphery Plan.  

The Plan itself is composed of two main forms of intervention, a ‘hardware’ and a ‘software’ 

dimension. The hardware dimension is concerned with public works and the rebuilding of 

infrastructure (Goisis, 2018, p. 3). The software part focuses on “intangible services and 

projects, therefore not necessarily public works, made in collaboration with the other 

Departments of the Municipality of Milan that provide services, [such as] Social Policies, Culture 

and Education”vii (Bina, 2018, p. 2).  

The Periphery Plan does not cover the entire outskirts area of Milan, but only five specific 

neighborhoods of intervention, one of which is Giambellino. The reasons behind choosing those 

five areas over others are multifold. The Mayor’s Delegate for Peripheries, Mirko Mazzali, 

specified that “we decided that those were five neighborhoods where a priority action was 

needed, because I believe that the phrase "if everything is periphery, then nothing is periphery" 

is true, sensible and therefore to some extent this was the choice, a long-sighted choice”viii 
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(Mazzali, 2018, p. 12). According to Corrado Bina, the criteria were “more qualitative than 

quantitative. On one hand, the driver was the presence of public housing blocks, on the other 

it’s also a bit diversity, in the sense that they’re in fact very different neighborhoods which 

stimulate different projects”ix (Bina, 2018, p. 3).  

In the case of Giambellino, the neighborhood was included in the Periphery Plan to be able to 

expand and better control a redevelopment plan that had been elaborated in the preceding 

years. This decision stems from the knowledge that “everything that is in the Plan, or that will 

be in the Plan, will be followed with more attention and more rapidity” (Goisis, 2018, p. 9). The 

Periphery Plan is a relatively new policy instrument, while the Masterplan for Giambellino, 

which contains all the projects that the redevelopment plan will carry out, had already been 

agreed upon beforehand. The route towards crafting the Masterplan was rather long and 

complicated, as Patrizia Di Girolamo, the representative of the Municipality of Milan who 

followed the whole process, explained.  

“This is one of the districts of Milan that had not had any kind of structural intervention. [...] 

[T]he Lorenteggio district was left out of any kind of massive intervention in the last 10 years. 

[...][T]here is a very old resolution of the City Council of Milan of September 2008 that already 

said and acknowledged it being a critical district, [with] a high construction and social criticality; 

[it] was necessary to identify some tools to be able to intervene and raise funds. So since 2008 

we have always looked at anything to try to figure out how to be able to intercept useful 

resources to make a structured intervention. [...] [I]t is a neighborhood that even if one sees it 

you see that it needs intervention. At that point, when the European Structural Funds came out, 

the administration together with the Region decided to focus on concentrating a series of funds, 

also for redevelopment interventions. [...] Obviously the European Community laid down a series 

of critical conditions to be able to use the funds and this, by chance, was an area that responded 

to a whole series of criteria and then it was decided to intervene there. We actually took 

something that presented itself at the right time”x (Di Girolamo, 2018).  

So, the Masterplan for Giambellino was developed through the cooperation of different 

institutions: the Municipality of Milan and the Lombardy Region, with the support of the 

European Union, that provided a large part of the funding. In the end, the funds were divided in 

three more or less equal quotas, one pertaining to each party involved (Goisis, 2018, p. 10), for 

a total of about 95 million euros (Bina, 2018, p. 2).  
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What exactly does the Masterplan entail? It follows the hardware-software logic of the 

Periphery Plan, and thus contains a big quota of infrastructural interventions, such as the 

refurbishment of public housing blocks, and interventions to stimulate the quality of living 

within the neighborhood. A new library and a start-up incubator will be built, and the green 

areas within the neighborhood will be spruced up (Bina, 2018, p. 7). Another big infrastructural 

project is directly involving Giambellino as well: for the new metro line M4 being built, three 

stops will be located in Giambellino (MM S.p.A., 2018).  

In discussing the evolution of the Masterplan, the residents of Giambellino pointed at how its 

realization was not as smooth as it might appear. In fact, before the current Masterplan was 

developed, another urban regeneration project for Giambellino was on the table – one where 

some of the public housing blocks within the neighborhood were to be demolished and 

privatized9. Luca Gariboldo, member of the agency Dynamoscopio and activists in the 

neighborhood community, told the story, describing how the previous project was developed 

behind the residents’ backs:  

“This paper emerges, on which there is a project for the complete demolition of the district and 

at best this public-private reconstruction, and on this the residents started a bit of a battle.  

How did this project come up?  

Official documents came out of an official drawer through friendships and acquaintances.  

In the sense that this type of communication had not been done?  

It had not been done.  

And was it never published?  

It has never been published. When the inhabitants of Giambellino-Lorenteggio called for a public 

assembly of the social partners, thus the other inhabitants and the authorities, the authorities 

had to admit to the existence of this plan and they disavowed it. From then, a very innovative 

debate with the public administration began, starting from this disavowal, on what to do. This 

public debate has matured from a phase of antagonism, in which the two sides clashed, to a very 

innovative phase for Italy, of sitting at a common table”.xi (Gariboldo, 2018, pp. 5-6) 

From this very difficult start, the parties were able to move on to designing a redevelopment 

project that included the points of view of residents as well. Different entities sat at the 

                                                      

9 In his work, Turolla offers a detailed account of how this plan emerged and what actions residents of Giambellino 
took to respond to it (Turolla, 2017). 
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negotiation table representing Giambellino, including Dynamoscopio, and other associations. 

They all cooperate within the framework of the Casetta Verde, a community building which is 

co-managed by a number of small non-profit organizations in the neighborhood. Within the 

context of the design process of the Masterplan, these different civil society actors were 

responsible for researching the needs of the neighborhood and producing a final report, which 

then informed the redevelopment project (Laboratorio VALE, 2015).  

The final document of the design process, the Masterplan, served as a base through which the 

concrete interventions were to be developed. As Patrizia Di Girolamo pointed out, the 

Masterplan is a program: “the Masterplan tells you ‘work on public space, on housing, work on 

social aspects’, we’re translating all the guidelines into concrete actions” (Di Girolamo, 2018, p. 

5). This gives rise to questions on how the implementation of the guidelines contained in the 

Masterplan is going, and what opinions the residents have about it.  

4.1.2. Translating the Masterplan into practice  

The Masterplan for Giambellino provides guidelines for a number of interventions that reach 

significantly beyond the refurbishment of public housing blocks and infrastructures. It lays out 

social projects that have the potential to significantly change the face of Giambellino. When 

visiting the neighborhood, the construction sites for the new metro line M4 are immediately 

noticeable. Of the interventions planned in the Masterplan, however, the only one that is clearly 

visible is the construction site in Via Lorenteggio 181, where one public housing building was 

torn down. Residents seemed to notice the same thing, and complained that nothing appears to 

be happening and that the city government has stopped giving updates on the redevelopment 

projects since July 2017. Luca Gariboldo from Dynamoscopio reconstructed the development of 

the situation:  

“Today the Giambellino-Lorenteggio is the most important national plan for the redevelopment 

of the suburbs. So, it is really a very interesting place and about which it would be worth telling 

more than what is being done. There is a great silence on this subject […] that has been decided 

by the public administration at a certain point, in the sense that the last official update was dated 

July 2017, which is now almost 12 months [ago] and it was a meeting called by the public 

institutions, so from the Municipality and from the Region, in which meeting […] nothing was 

said, this is the truth. […] [T]his was said, that the institutions would regain the legitimacy of the 

planning table and that therefore the social partners had been involved, but they should not run 

the error of feeling they have the right to boast about any right [to the] design, which would also 
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be very good, in the sense that [it’s] public money, we must make important choices. It is 

important that the institutions take responsibility for this process, if not that behind closed 

doors and in informal way the institutions have said that a demolition plan for the district was 

decided, much wider than what been agreed in common, and that the economic resources will 

not be enough for the reconstruction of all the buildings that will be demolished.”xii (Gariboldo, 

2018, p. 7).  

The lack of transparent communication from the side of the government, which Luca Gariboldo 

points at, is felt among many residents, not only those who were directly involved in designing 

the Masterplan. For example, the priest of Giambellino, Don Renzo, noticed how the 

redevelopment project has been received with a lot of confusion by the neighborhood: 

 “We began to talk about it, then the conversation partners change, then the Municipality arrives, 

then the Region arrives and seems to disavow what the Municipality said, then silence for 

months, then ... so there is a bit of confusion. I'm not an expert on these things; maybe it's 

inevitable. I also understand that it's not easy, but this confusion has created a bit of "Will it be 

true? How will they do? What will happen? " One does not answer, the other does not know…”xiii 

(Don Renzo, 2018, p. 14) 

During a meeting with members of the residents’ committee Associazione Tirana e Dintorni, 

some also pointed at how the city government has disappeared from Giambellino in the past 

months, leaving residents in the dark (Pescetti, 2018). The same sensation was reported by 

Dario Anzani, head of Comunità del Giambellino, one of the associations involved in writing the 

Masterplan. He explained how the redevelopment project feels like a “huge missed occasion for 

us to do social cohesion around the redevelopment project, which would have been marvelous, 

but they see the participation of citizens like smoke in their eyes.” He then went on to say how:  

“De facto, there is no [participation]. There was this episode, at their conditions, because [it was] 

through a public call and as operators paid by the Municipality of Milan, so we somehow had to 

do what they said. […] Then there’s the decision making, Rabaiotti10 himself got really pissed at 

us and said, “Don’t you even think about deciding yourselves!” No, no… the problem is what you 

decide!”xiv (Anzani, 2018, p. 20).  

                                                      

10 Gabriele Rabaiotti is a member of Milan’s city government, he holds the position of Alderman for Public Works 
and Housing.  
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In the eyes of the residents, the central government of Milan appears like a “rubber wall” 

(Gariboldo, 2018, p. 7), because of their complete silence on the progress made in carrying out 

the redevelopment project and, even before that, on the process that would lead to the 

transformation of the guidelines contained in the Masterplan into concrete actions for the 

neighborhood. What appears to make the situation even worse is that residents were initially 

involved in the drafting of the Masterplan, but now feel excluded from the decision-making 

process concerning how the Masterplan will be implemented. While residents seem to accept 

that they won’t have ownership of the decisions, they’re still concerned with ‘what’ will be 

decided, especially if it differs significantly from the needs of the neighborhood that emerged 

during the development of the Masterplan. This kind of condition resonates with what Arnstein 

called “Placation” in her “ladder of citizen participation”: it is a “a higher level of tokenism 

where participants do have some degree of influence. Citizens can advise, but they have no right 

to decide” (Damgaard & Lewis, 2015, p. 262). Making the example of a Model City program, 

Arnstein notes how at this degree of participation,  

“citizens are finding it impossible to have a significant impact on the comprehensive planning 

which is going on […]. Little or no thought has been given to the means of insuring continued 

citizen participation during the stage of implementation. […] By and large, people are once again 

being planned for. In most situations the major planning decisions are being made by […] staff 

and approved in a formalistic way by policy boards.” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 222)  

It is remarkable to notice how Arnstein’s model, that will soon be 50 years old, can still serve 

as a useful ‘alphabet’ to evaluate citizen participation to policy-making, as in this case.  

In this situation, residents of Giambellino are trying to get in touch with the central government 

of Milan to be informed about the evolutions of the redevelopment project. Veronica Pujia, 

union rep of the tenants’ union Sicet, recalled how residents asked for “an update meeting to 

get information, to understand what is moving”xv (Pujia, 2018, p. 10), but at the time of the 

interview, no answer had been given. Another initiative was to get in touch with Mirko Mazzali, 

the Mayor’s Delegate for Peripheries, by writing a collective letter containing the issues that 

residents had most at heart. Other than getting an update from the city government on the 

redevelopment plan, they asked for guarantees that all the public housing in the area would be 

maintained, and that the families that lived in the buildings that had been or were to be torn 

down would be able to stay in the neighborhood (Anzani, 2018, p. 19) (Gariboldo, 2018, p. 8).  
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An important aspect of lack of updates on the redevelopment project on the government’s side, 

is that even their non-communication is still a form of communication of its own. As Watzlawick 

et al. point out,  

“no matter how one may try, one cannot not communicate. Activity or inactivity, words or 

silence, all have message value: they influence other and these others, in return, cannot not 

respond to these communications and are thus themselves communicate” (Watzlawick, et al., 

1967).  

Indirectly, the city government of Milan is still communicating, but the act takes the form of a 

lack of direct communication, which residents try to counter by trying to get in touch with 

government officials. In the following sections, we will see how this ‘communication through 

non-communicating’ impacts the way residents frame their interaction towards the 

government of Milan and the kind of fears that residents perceive with regards to the 

redevelopment project for Giambellino. 

During the period of field research, no response arrived from Mirko Mazzali, but other parts of 

the city administration recognized the difficulty of interacting with residents during the 

interviews that were conducted with them. Corrado Bina expressed some self-criticism when 

recognizing that citizens know very little of what is happening in terms of planning for 

peripheries (Bina, 2018, p. 10). Patrizia Di Girolamo pointed at the difficulty of communicating 

to residents what is being done, but “not because of bad intentions, but because the Lombardy 

Region, being close to elections11, blocked all that is the relationship to the territory”xvi (Di 

Girolamo, 2018). Thus, the blame of the lack of interactions and communication on the state of 

the art of the redevelopment project should not be placed on the government of Milan, but 

rather on the Region, which is the leading partner in the project.  

In terms of involvement of the residents of Giambellino in the redevelopment project, one first 

challenge can be pointed out. Residents are currently in a condition of uncertainty regarding 

the implementation of the redevelopment project, since they have not been involved in any 

direct communication from the city government for almost a whole year. This condition is made 

more complex by the fact that some associations of residents were involved in the drafting of 

                                                      

11 On March 4th 2018, elections for the President and the Regional Council of Lombardy took place 
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the redevelopment plan, but have subsequently been excluded from participating in the 

implementation of the project.  

4.1.3. Mismatched questions and answers – the new library  

The previous paragraphs showed that the interaction between residents of Giambellino and the 

central government of Milan is being negatively influenced by the lack of communication on the 

state of the art of the redevelopment project. Residents who were involved in the process that 

led to drafting the Masterplan are now left in the dark regarding how the Masterplan will be 

concretely implemented. There are very few aspects of the implementation that have been 

made public, but those that have appear to differ from the preferences for the neighborhood 

that residents expressed during the drafting process of the Masterplan. One such case is the 

new public library.  

Giambellino has a small public library, which has to be refurbished. The redevelopment project 

established that the library would be completely rebuilt and significantly expanded. The city 

government opened a public call for projects, and the winners were announced in early June 

2018 (Comune Di Milano, 2018). Santo Minniti, President of Municipio 6, the borough that 

includes Giambellino, explained the reasoning behind the decision of expanding the public 

library:  

“in a neighborhood you do not have to make a neighborhood library, you have to make a library 

that has a city value if not even a metropolitan value, to create that mixture that the peripheries 

are in great need of. So, the idea is to create a library that becomes the cultural center not only 

for Giambellino but for a good portion of the city of Milan […]because [...] when it is used, that 

library will partly bring out Giambellino from its peripheral condition.” xvii (Minniti, 2018, p. 8).  

Residents in Giambellino have been perplexed by the proposal for the new public library. 

According to Dario Anzani, the new library is “completely useless”:  

“The current library is beautiful, but it is very small, it is 295 square meters, you can not even 

build a toilet for the handicapped, so it is not up to code, you have to redo it and I agree. We make 

it 500 square meters, so there is the toilet and even the hall, we make it 800, so we also have the 

room for children, the audio-visual room ... a beautiful library of 800 square meters. No, we make 

it of 2000 square meters! Why do we make it 2000 in the middle of a neighborhood where if you 

find a Christian who reads it’s a miracle?! And those who read, read in Arabic! Where already the 

library of today, very busy, but basically it is used by university students who come from outside 
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the neighborhood. Wouldn't it have been better to decide that one part of that money could go 

to teaching Italian to foreigners? Teaching Italian to thousands of Arab women who want to start 

working?”xviii (Anzani, 2018, p. 15).  

Dario Anzani argues that the new library is excessive for the neighborhood, and that rather than 

spending money on expanding it, the funds should be invested in Italian courses for the 

immigrant families of Giambellino, who are very numerous but cannot access the services that 

the library will provide, without being able to read Italian. While Santo Minniti underlined the 

importance of introducing new energies into the neighborhood by transforming the public 

library into a point of interest for a larger part of Milan’s citizens, Dario Anzani observed how 

it is already the case that the library is almost only used by people from outside the 

neighborhood, namely university students. A bigger library would thus not be beneficial to the 

residents of Giambellino, simply because it would not provide answers to any of their needs.  

The same point of view was expressed by Luca Sansone, a community worker of Giambellino 

and volunteer with the Casetta Verde12, who criticized the location of the new public library and 

the impact that it could have on residents:  

“[T]he new library will be built in Via Odazio in front of public housing that will not be renovated, 

it means being assholes and not being aware of anything, of how you live in the neighborhoods 

and what the needs are. One can also say: "we bring culture into the neighborhood, so then the 

neighborhood is more lived and so on", that's fine. You make an intervention of 3 million euros, 

put the other 3 in services that serve to give answers to the needs that are very present in the 

neighborhood.” xix (Sansone, 2018).  

In Luca Sansone’s eyes, an expanded public library would not only not contribute to answering 

the neighborhood’s needs, but would be a provocation to those living right next to the new 

building, in public housing that will not be refurbished.  

The case of the new public library is just one example of aspects of the redevelopment plan for 

Giambellino that do not match the needs of the neighborhood. Other aspects that emerged, 

were the decision to transform one on the public housing buildings into a start-up hub, as well 

                                                      

12 The Casetta Verde is a community building which is co-managed by a number of small non-profit neighborhood 
organizations  
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as the fact that the redevelopment plan has no apparent focus on security issues, which are very 

heartfelt by a segment of Giambellino’s residents.  The example of the library serves to show 

how even if well intended, the investment appears to be misplaced, because those who live in 

the neighborhood strongly feel that they will not benefit from it.  

4.1.4. Consequences of a divided neighborhood for the redevelopment project  

One of the challenges of involving citizens in participatory processes is the fact that 

governments have to assess whether the people that they are involving in the process are 

representative of all citizens and can correctly portray the most pressing and heartfelt issues. 

As Fung points out, the ability of citizens to provide useful knowledge to policy-makers depends 

on a number of factors:  

“Are they appropriately representative of the relevant population or the general public? Are 

important interests or perspectives excluded? Do they possess the information and competence 

to make good judgments and decisions? Are participants responsive and accountable to those 

who do not participate?” (Fung, 2006, p. 67).  

Patrizia Di Girolamo, who was in charge of overseeing the participation of residents of 

Giambellino in designing the Masterplan, explained how the challenge of ensuring the 

representativeness of the entities of the neighborhood was very present in her work:  

“It is clear that when you arrive you are always a foreign subject in the territory, so it is in the 

ability and professionalism of the operators on the spot to be able to grasp some problems and 

some opportunities. On all the territories there are some very strong subjects that in the first 

instance seem the most representative of the territory, but then in many cases you realize that 

in reality it is not so and therefore there are other realities, that maybe are less strong even only 

in terms of the individuals’ characters, so they suffer a bit these “cannibal” realities and therefore 

struggle to emerge. So, it's a very delicate job of patience, of relationships, of building trust, of 

entering a little bit in the relational mechanism that exists in all the neighborhoods […].”xx (Di 

Girolamo, 2018, p. 8).  

When discussing his experiences with participatory meetings with citizens, Silvestro Rivolta, 

member of the Municipio 6 borough council, pointed at the difficulty of balancing the different 

point of views that emerge:  
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“you have feelings that may not be correct, that are maybe at that moment are very strong, but 

on the broader level are not so strong. There are small but noisy committees […] that give you 

this perception that the whole world thinks like them, then maybe you go to talk to people […] 

and instead they tell you: "We here are convinced that it is all the opposite ". So, you have to 

listen to everyone, but be careful how you build your representation of what the citizen 

thinks.”xxi (Rivolta, 2018, pp. 24-25).  

As we have seen in Chapter One, one of the characteristics of Giambellino is that there is a strong 

divide between groups of residents with opposing opinions, that do hardly interact with each 

other. In such situation, the task of ensuring that all entities are represented is even harder to 

complete. It can be easy to run into the risk of listening to only a part of the neighborhood, and 

perceive that one as representative, causing the dissatisfaction of the rest of the residents. It is 

difficult to prove that during the design phase of the Masterplan only a not-fully-representative 

part of residents was consulted, but it worth considering that the presence of two barely 

interacting groups in Giambellino may have had an effect on the ability to construct a positive 

interaction with the government of Milan. This could, perhaps, have been the case with the new 

public library, that may have been designed as a response to a need that only a part of the 

neighborhood expressed; a part that this research did not intercept.  

4.1.5. Conclusion 

This section set out to provide an overview of challenges regarding what was called the 

practical dimension of the interaction between the residents of Giambellino and the central 

government of Milan. Chapter Two informed our understanding of this dimension in terms of 

the degree of citizens' participation in the development of a policy. In the case of the 

redevelopment project for Giambellino, the involvement of residents in decision making proved 

to have a number of shortcomings.  

In the first phase of the policy-making process, which led to the drafting of a Masterplan, a team 

of residents was directly involved: it did research on the neighborhood’s needs which inspired 

the guidelines for projects in the neighborhood contained in the Masterplan. The participation 

of residents, however, seems to have terminated with that phase. Residents were actively 

discouraged from expecting to have a say in any of the decisions that concerned the 

implementation of the guidelines. This has been described as a case of “Placation” in Arnstein’s 

sense and thus pertains to those forms of citizen participation named “Tokenism” (Arnstein, 

1969). The redevelopment of Giambellino is part of a plan of interventions in Milan’s 
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peripheries by the city government. What the exclusion of residents from the implementation 

of the project signalizes, however, is that other than being an intervention in a periphery, the 

government’s policies are also treating residents as ‘peripheral’ to the success of the project, as 

their point of view on the implementation is not taken into account. 

Furthermore, residents lament a complete lack of communication on the project for the past 

year – since no updates arrived from the part of the city government, residents themselves 

attempted to get in touch with institutions to get information, which to this date has not been 

provided. On those aspects of the implementation that have been communicated, the issue is 

that they are not appropriately matched with the needs that the neighborhood expressed, as 

the case of the library shows. One possible explanation for this mismatch has to do with the 

difficulty of interpreting the needs of the residents in light of the presence of a divide among 

the residents of Giambellino, as the preceding paragraph showed.  

Yet, the mismatch between needs and responses cannot be fully understood just by looking at 

the participation of residents to the redevelopment project. This acknowledgement stems from 

the observations collected during the period of field research, and prompted the introduction 

of a more intangible dimension of analysis, which will be the focus of the next section. 

4.2. The impact of different perspectives  

We have seen how communication between the central government of Milan and the residents 

of Giambellino deteriorated up to the point where no meetings or interactions took place for 

months. In those very few cases of communication, a mismatch between the needs of the 

residents and the answers given by the government emerged. Where does that mismatch come 

from? This section will argue that it has its origins in the different, and often incompatible, 

perspectives that the actors have and that influence the way they approach each other.  

4.2.1. City-oriented vs neighborhood-oriented  

Governments are confronted with the challenge of developing policies for the people in their 

constituency, while mediating between their often different and specific needs. In the case of 

cities, a government is responsible for the functioning of the entire municipality, and its 

approach to policy making will reflect this perspective. The Mayor of Milan is governing the 

entire city, not just a neighborhood or a street. Residents of a neighborhood, however, tend to 

be more focused on the issues arising in their close proximity, which have a direct impact on 
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their everyday life. Cases of NIMBY13 protests exemplify this tension: residents in certain areas 

coalesce to protest policy decisions which they believe will negatively impact their life, such as 

locating a waste disposal facility nearby their houses (Botetzagias & Karamichas, 2009).  

The city and the neighborhood still stand in relationship to each other. To explain their 

relationship, we can introduce an analogy by Dewey: “An alphabet is letters, and ‘society’ is 

individuals in their connections with one another” (Dewey, 1984, p. 278). So, the city is its 

neighborhoods, just as much as an alphabet is the sum of its letters. While the city exists through 

the connection to its neighborhood, neighborhoods themselves are identified as entities 

through their belonging to a city. A city-oriented view, then, tends to emphasize the relationship 

between the different neighborhoods, while a neighborhood-oriented view focuses on the 

neighborhood’s own peculiarities. The interaction between the two stems from this 

relationship, as well as the contrasting perspectives that may emerge from it.  

At the beginning of the previous section, the Mayor Beppe Sala explained the motives that 

brought him to develop policies specifically catered to the periphery of the city. He did so by 

analyzing the city as a whole, and its necessity of growing at the same speed, without leaving 

any area, or any part of the population behind. The same kind of reasoning was expressed by 

numerous members of the government of Milan. Roberta Osculati, President of the Commission 

for Peripheries of the Municipality of Milan, argued in favor of the need for an “integrated city”, 

where the center is connected to the periphery (Osculati, 2018, p. 2). Similarly, Anna Scavuzzo, 

Vice-Mayor of Milan, voiced the need to look at Milan like a “city that needs to develop itself in 

a coherent and wholesome matter”xxii (Scavuzzo, 2018, p. 3). Tommaso Goisis, Policy Advisor, 

discussed how the city government’s goal, in terms of policies for the peripheries, is to 

transform mono-functional peripheral neighborhoods and “make [them] happier, nicer, more 

connected, more livable, safer”xxiii (Goisis, 2018, p. 4). These points of view underline a 

perspective on policy making which is very city-oriented, and focuses on the development of 

Milan as a whole, and not just on the single neighborhoods that compose the city. Mirko Mazzali, 

Delegate for Peripheries, explicitly summed up the tension between governing a city and taking 

into account the needs and demands of residents:  

                                                      

13 “Not In My Backyard” 
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“The theme is that everyone, to some extent, takes care of the hundred meters around their 

house, while the Government must take care of the whole city, and this is in part the problem. I 

had taken into account that in some measure it wouldn’t be an easy task.”xxiv (Mazzali, 2018, p. 

6).  

Mirko Mazzali recognized the tendency of citizens of Milan to focus on their immediate 

surroundings exclusively, where most of their attention is drawn toward because that is where 

their everyday interactions take place. As previously argued, it is not a tendency exclusive to 

Milan, but rather one of the challenges that policies most commonly face. Without doubt, in 

Giambellino, residents appeared to be very focused on and invested in the life and problems of 

their neighborhood, rather than those of other neighborhoods or of Milan as a whole. On some 

occasions, I encountered people who lived in areas neighboring Giambellino, and who would 

be very adamant in pointing out that they could not speak for Giambellino and its issues 

because they did not live right there. One evening, I participated in a meeting of citizens 

affiliated to a party in the area and talked to several people who said they were living right 

across the street from Giambellino, in residential real estate on the other side of Via 

Lorenteggio. They explained that the problems of Giambellino did not affect them, and that they 

did not encounter any of the problems that those living on the opposite side of the road were 

experiencing (Pescetti, 2018). Similarly, when talking to a community volunteer in Giambellino, 

he said that although he was very involved with the neighborhood in the past, he was slowly 

getting detached from it for the sole reason that he had recently moved to a different 

neighborhood of Milan.  

Mirko Mejetta, from the association Periferie al Centro, which advocates for a better attention 

towards peripheries by the government of Milan, experienced this strongly neighborhood-

oriented perspective of the residents of Giambellino in his own work. He pointed out how:  

“there are a lot of energies developing in the peripheral neighborhoods of Milan, from youth 

creativity to solidarity, volunteering and so on. I could make a very long list… What is the 

problem […]? All these experiences can’t build a network and create an identity, shared 

economic and urban interests […] Those at the grassroots say “I won’t move from here”, I’m from 

Corvetto and solve the problems of Corvetto, I’m from Giambellino and…”xxv (Mejetta, 2018, pp. 

6-7).  

These two perspectives, city- and neighborhood-oriented, are frames through which actors try 

to order their experience. For the city government, framing an issue in terms of its pertaining 
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to the city, makes it possible to assess its priority and to construct a response in a way that is 

cohesive with the overall policies for the city. Challenges within one specific neighborhood are 

then put in relation with the rest of the city, for instance by looking if similar problems emerged 

in other areas and how they were dealt with. If a neighborhood is looked at through a city-

oriented perspective, it becomes a part of a bigger entity and is seen in terms of its relation to 

that entity. The case of the library presented in the first section is, in this sense, a poignant 

example: the new public library was developed to respond not only, and perhaps not 

necessarily, to the needs of Giambellino, but of the whole city, or at least of a bigger portion of 

it. Residents of Giambellino, on the contrary, frame their experience through focusing primarily 

on their immediate surroundings, and do not put their needs in relation with those that 

residents of other neighborhoods They then judge the new library negatively because it does 

not help solving the issues of their neighborhood – that is, regardless of the impact that it may 

have on the rest of the city.  

The same controversy is taking place around the redevelopment project for Giambellino. For 

the government of Milan, it is a part of a bigger urban redevelopment plan that involves many 

parts of the city, the Periphery Plan. Residents judge it for the kind of benefits that the 

neighborhood will derive from it, or the potential problems that may surface in Giambellino 

because of it. Both actors have different perspectives, which appear to be incompatible. 

Similarly, Schön and Rein describe frame conflicts in the realm of policy making: the struggles 

of actors “over the naming and framing of a policy situation are symbolic contests over the 

social meaning of an issue domain, where meaning implies not only what an issue is but what 

is to be done” (Schön & Rein, 1994, p. 29). Then, through city- or neighborhood-oriented frames, 

actors give different meaning to the issues present in Giambellino, and design different 

responses to them. If the two frames are incompatible, then the responses could be conflicting, 

as appears to be the case with several aspects of the redevelopment project, which residents of 

Giambellino are judging negatively because the answers it contains are incompatible with the 

problems of Giambellino they have pointed at themselves. What also emerges is that the 

mismatch between different frames can be seen as a “policy controversy”, thus a case of a lack 

of objective framework through which issues can be evaluated. In such a case, resorting to facts 

will not give room for resolving the conflict (Ivi, p. 31). Facts, in this case, could be for example 

the participation of citizens to the project. A change in that realm would hardly improve the 

overarching interaction between the government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino, as 

the underlying frame conflict would remain present. 
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 As Schön and Rein assert, “frames are not free floating” (Ivi, p. 29), but are constructed through 

a process of framing, where actors condense their experiences in a way that makes sense to 

them (Benford & Snow, 2000, p. 614). So, other than being city- or neighborhood-oriented, the 

point of view of actors on the redevelopment project for Giambellino can be heavily influenced 

by past experiences of similar interactions between government and residents. These have then 

been incorporated in the frames through which the government of Milan and the residents of 

Giambellino make sense of the current redevelopment project. Past experiences are especially 

important in the case of the residents of Giambellino, as they can help us understand why they 

frame the current interactions with the government so negatively. 

4.2.2. The influence of past interactions  

When telling the story of how the drafting process of the Masterplan began, Luca Gariboldo 

recalled an episode where residents found out about a plan by the city government to dismantle 

all public housing blocks and replace them with private real estate (Gariboldo, 2018, pp. 5-6). 

After the residents’ protests, the government ended up disavowing the project and giving 

residents a seat at the table of the new redevelopment project. Yet, this experience may very 

well have impacted the residents’ attitude towards the government of Milan. Additionally, the 

episode was not isolated – it took place after decades of neglect of Giambellino from the side of 

the institutions. Don Renzo explained the general feeling of the residents that frequent his 

parish: 

“Now certainly with the subway many things will change, but also with this discourse on the 

redevelopment. The people who were here said: "It's been 20 years that we have talked about 

rearranging houses, but nothing has ever happened!". So, at the beginning there was a bit of 

mistrust in saying: "is it true that something is being done there? ", because it has been rightly 

talked about for a long time. So, this thing that seemed like a more fixed and steady situation was 

a little set in motion. Clearly this has to be a bit read and interpreted, because the redevelopment 

has impacted ... they have taken it this way, then in the history of the Masterplan a thousand 

meetings have been held and then [the government] arrived to say: "Sorry, we were joking", so 

there are all these dynamics.”xxvi (Don Renzo, 2018, p. 3).  

From this quote, it becomes clear that residents were rather wary of the city government’s 

efforts to redevelop the neighborhood, not only because of the negative experience of the first 

plan to dismantle the public housing blocks, but also because for decades, residents were told 

that interventions were going to take place in the neighborhood, yet nothing had happened.  
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The consequences of years of neglect, during which not even ordinary maintenance was 

performed on houses and infrastructures, is clearly visible in the neighborhood. The following 

pictures were taken in April 2018 during the period of field research14 to document the state of 

some of the public housing buildings in Giambellino. 

Buildings in Via Giambellino 

toward Piazza Tirana. We 

can see the paint crumbling 

from the façade, leaving the 

concrete exposed.  

 

 

 

 

Building in Via Degli Apuli 

with crumbling plaster on 

the balconies. 

 

 

 

                                                      

14 All the pictures were taken by me. 
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Bathroom of an apartment in Via Manzano. 

We can see how the leaking water pipes have 

led to moldy walls. The paint is crumbling 

down from the walls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Backyard in Via Manzano. 

The paint is crumbling down 

from the falls, leaving the 

concrete exposed. The 

backyard itself is dirty, and 

the flooring is damaged. 

 

 

 

 

Luca Sansone, member of the Laboratorio di Quartiere, the entity that manages the Casetta 

Verde, put the sense of abandonment that these photos display into words. The past decades 

were characterized by “abandonment and degradation on the side of the institutions, the 

Municipality, the Region and also at the macro level, the State, abandonment of a chunk of the 
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population that lives in popular15 neighborhoods.”xxvii (Sansone, 2018, p. 4). According to 

Sansone, the reason behind this abandonment is a specific political choice:  

“Probably, the political choice that is more and more clear and that has been thought already at 

the end of the ’80s is that of dismantling public housing and to activate a process […] to eliminate 

poor people from metropolitan cities […], so much so that there’s a series of political 

interventions that make it understandable that this aspect is just central for the politics of the 

past 20 years” xxviii (Sansone, 2018, p. 4).  

The responsibilities of the institutions were called out by other residents as well, including 

Veronica Pujia, union rep from Sicet. She claimed that in case of extraordinary measures, such 

as the ones that the redevelopment project entails, the main thing is “to recognize that if it got 

to this point, it’s because the policies that have been crafted up until now have contributed to 

create this situation”xxix (Pujia, 2018, p. 11), thereby implying that those same institutions that 

are promoting the redevelopment plan are the same ones that were negligent in taking care of 

Giambellino, thus creating the need for a redevelopment project in the first place.  

What emerges from these words and images is a critique of the government of Milan and its 

past policies, which have made residents of Giambellino very wary of any policy suggested for 

their neighborhood. These past experiences influence the way that the residents of Giambellino 

make sense of the current relationship with the government of Milan by providing a guidance 

for action, thus a frame as Goffmann describes it (Goffmann, 1974, p. 21). Other than judging 

the redevelopment project from a very neighborhood-oriented point of view then, residents of 

Giambellino also weigh in everything that happened before, most importantly the neglect of the 

neighborhood by institutions and the original redevelopment project, which was allegedly 

supposed to privatize the entire public housing block.  

Some members of the city government specifically recognized that the neighborhood of 

Giambellino had been neglected in the past decades, and was thus in urgent need of a 

redevelopment. In the first section, Patrizia Di Girolamo noted how the neighborhood had been 

left out of any structural intervention plan in the last 10 years, de facto making it a candidate 

for investments in redevelopment. The Mayor Beppe Sala himself also explicitly noted how 

                                                      

15 Popular in this case is used to describe a working-class area, with a strong prevalence of buildings dedicated to 
public housing. 
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“objectively very little has been done for 20-30 years”xxx (Sala, 2018, p. 3).  This information is 

used by the government to justify the intervention. Yet while it gives some background, it does 

not provide the same sort of prejudice that residents of Giambellino have developed because of 

all the negative experiences of the past. Through their city-oriented frame, members of 

government ‘read’ the past neglect of Giambellino as a valid reason to intervene in the 

neighborhood and to redevelop it. Residents, on the other hand, looking at the project from a 

neighborhood-oriented perspective, see the negative past as a condition that justifies being 

wary of interacting with the government.   

4.2.3. Implications of defining a ‘periphery’ 

Until now, we have discussed how the mismatch between the needs of the residents of 

Giambellino and the solutions offered by the government of Milan is ingrained in their different 

perspectives on the issue, one being neighborhood- and the other city-oriented, with the 

residents’ perspective being heavily influenced by a history of negative experiences. Another 

aspect that can be factored into understanding the mismatch and, more broadly, the negative 

opinion that residents of Giambellino have of their interaction with the city government, is the 

fact that the redevelopment project is being framed as an intervention in a ‘periphery’. The 

Masterplan for Giambellino was included in a broader project named the Periphery Plan. As 

was argued in Chapter 1, a periphery is most commonly characterized by economic and social 

marginality that stands in a power imbalance with a center. Seeing that it is usually the center 

that defines a periphery, the government of Milan can be seen as a center for the purpose of this 

analysis. What is then the impact of calling a neighborhood a ‘periphery’ on the overall 

willingness of its residents to engage with the center and to positively judge a redevelopment 

project? 

To analyze this, it is first important to see what exactly the people in government in Milan 

consider to be a ‘periphery’ and what characteristics they ascribe to it. Starting from the Mayor, 

Beppe Sala, the periphery of Milan has two main points of reference: it is located outside of the 

90-91 bus circle line, which is the outer circle line of Milan’s public transport system, and it is 

where most of the public housing of the city can be found (Sala, 2018, p. 1). In these terms, 

Giambellino is a ‘poster child’ of Milan’s periphery, a perfect prototype, since it is located 

outside of the 90-91 circle line and has a high density of public housing blocks.  
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To add further layers to the government’s definition of peripheries, the Vice-Mayor, Anna 

Scavuzzo, described them in terms of distance: peripheries are “what is perceived as a bit far 

away”xxxi, where far away can also mean loneliness and abandonment, and the perceived 

distance can be a cause of pain (Scavuzzo, 2018, p. 7). In this sense, the government’s goal 

should be to remove those factors that make the distance, the remoteness, a painful experience. 

Roberta Osculati, President of the Commission for Periphery, put the notion of periphery in 

relation to marginality:  

“We define the periphery not by virtue of its distance from the center, but rather, with regards 

to a series of characteristics that characterize it, that are a geographic marginality, a mono-

functionality of services, a physical degradation that often accompanies problems of criminality, 

marginalization, lack of transport connections, security problems, social issues ... The periphery 

is then told a bit through these characteristics, a lack of opportunities, also from the point of view 

of work.”xxxii (Osculati, 2018, p. 2) 

Finally, Santo Minniti, President of Municipio 6, looked at peripheries in terms of how much 

they are isolated from the rest of the city:  

“[T]he periphery is that place where only those who in a certain sense are forced to go there, go, 

that is, a place that does not attract and therefore mainly those who live there go there. This 

means that it is a place that is not contaminated by positive energy that is [...] influences, ideas, 

ways of living that come from other areas [...]. [T]he peripheries are a place that mainly host a 

certain type of people who are living in the peripheries for reasons very often of socio-economic 

discomfort. The periphery somehow "self-selects" the inhabitants, that is, in the periphery, 

today, there are those who cannot afford to go to other types of places and therefore […] the 

inhabitants remain more or less those. It is a place that does not host others that come from 

outside. I believe that this sort of self-ghettoization is created, also from the point of view of the 

division, of the possible development of the places themselves.”xxxiii (Minniti, 2018, p. 1).  

If Giambellino went through the process of “self-ghettoization” that Santo Minniti describes, it 

might be seen as a bubble, from which residents have little contact to other parts of Milan and 

to people that live outside the neighborhood. Giovanni Carenza, who works in Giambellino as a 

union rep for the tenants’ union Unione Inquilini, did indeed describe a similar situation, by 

saying that who lives in Giambellino “lives like in a bubble, from which they struggle to come 

out because the isolation is of a social and cultural type”xxxiv (Carenza, 2018, p. 9). The two 

points of view are very similar, though one is articulated by a member of government, and the 
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other by a resident of Giambellino. Many residents pointed at issues present in Giambellino 

pertinent to those that have just been described as typically peripheral: poverty, marginality, 

lack of services and physical degradation. Yet, they do so while still underlining that these 

characteristics don’t make Giambellino a periphery, in their eyes. Giambellino isn’t a periphery 

to its residents because it is the center of their experience, as Darion Anzani described:  

“[I] know that when I go to the center, it feels like I’m in another world. I find that there’s a 

different anthropological quality. They are all beautiful, they’re all well trained, there’s not a 

single one with a stain on their trousers…Then I come back to Giambellino and see people like 

me, who can’t even go to the dentist, who struggle, who buy shoes in a supermarket. […] [My] 

point of view is completely reversed, Giambellino is the center of my experience, so I’d never 

think of it as a periphery. Then, since I have studied, I know that Giambellino has the issues it 

has because it is in certain dynamics with other parts of the city…”xxxv (Anzani, 2018, p. 14) 

Since residents do not consider Giambellino to be a periphery with regards to their own 

experience, they often rather not use the term, and substitute it with just ‘neighborhood’ or 

‘public housing’ (Sansone, 2018, p. 4). They also explicitly question the choice of the 

government of Milan to define Giambellino as a periphery. In their eyes, it is a negatively 

connoted term, and one that is not applicable to Giambellino:  

“I wouldn’t use [the term ‘periphery’], it feels a little […]… The Lorenteggio neighborhood is a 

public housing one, in what sense is it a periphery? It’s hardly a spatial periphery, it’s a 

neighborhood that isn’t decentered, […] it’s not disconnected to the city, it’s a historic 

neighborhood, with all its history, it is part of Milan. […] Giambellino is inside the imagination of 

Milan, because it’s so…for better or for worse, it’s inside the city.”xxxvi (Pujia, 2018, p. 11) 

Overall, people living in Giambellino do not see their neighborhood as a periphery, and dislike 

the use of the term because they recognize it as negatively connoted. The idea to be defined as 

a periphery, thus a marginalized and problematic area in need of interventions by the 

government, could drive residents to be critical of that intervention. For the government, the 

use of the term ‘periphery’ helps to frame all those areas of the city that are somehow fragile 

and where policies could change the neighborhood for the better. For residents, however, being 

defined as ‘periphery’, and thus problematic, appears as a denial of the intrinsic qualities that 

the neighborhood has, at least as a place where experiences and memories are created.  
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4.2.4. Frame conflicts within Giambellino  

As we have seen, one of the characteristics of Giambellino is the existence of a profound divide 

among its residents. The divide runs between those who live in public housing or interact with 

its residents, and those who live in private real estate. As Don Renzo, whose parish is located at 

the south-eastern border of the public housing sector, explained, it is very rare that residents 

from the private estates interact with people living in public housing:  

“those on that side [referring to people living in private apartments] have never had any 

occasions to go to this side, even though they’re right here, attached, but it’s strange that 

someone from [Via Giambellino] 117-119 would go to the public housing. For years, we did this 

thing on Christmas and Easter to bring a Panettone or a Colomba to some families here [in public 

housing]. For those who went from there [private apartments] to here, it seemed like an 

adventure like ‘We’re going over there’.  

Does it feel like there’s a sort of invisible barrier?  

A bit, yes, because [from the church to the station, on via Giambellino] there is not a single Italian 

shop left, so one has no reasons… Those who have to go to the station pass by, otherwise there’s 

no reason to come by here.”xxxvii (Don Renzo, 2018, p. 2). 

When meeting a residents’ committee of people living around Piazza Tirana, on the western 

side of the neighborhood, my remarks on how I had been introduced to residents of the public 

housing area were met with surprise – those I were talking to had no contact with people in 

public housing and would not even go to those streets, even though they were right next to their 

own houses.  

The fact that two very different realities coexist within the same neighborhood results in people 

having opposing views on issues affecting the neighborhood, and on which the institutions 

want to intervene. One such example is the neighborhood’s point of view on squatting, a 

phenomenon that is very present in Giambellino. The issue of squatting has been introduced in 

Chapter One, but it’s useful to delve further into it to show how polarized the points of view on 

it among residents can be.  

Those who live in public housing or actively engage with the residents have a rather nuanced 

point of view of the issue, being confronted with it every day. While being very critical of the 

criminal racket around squatting, residents still recognize that an important part of those who 
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occupy public housing are people in need. Some squatters are well integrated in residents' 

communities, and participate in social events, such as meetings of associations at the Casetta 

Verde. More broadly, people in public housing tend to be less critical towards squatters, and 

rather more critical toward ALER, which has caused a situation where many public housing 

apartments all over Milan are kept empty, while thousands of families are in need of a home. 

Residents in private real estate in Giambellino, who do not engage with people in public 

housing, appear to have a less nuanced view of the issue of squatting. They tend to underline 

the connection to the criminal racket that the problem has, and deem squatters as responsible 

for the degradation of the neighborhood. One member of the committee Associazione Tirana e 

Dintorni explained how “the real problem of public housing in this neighborhood is the people 

that get into the apartments”xxxviii (Pescetti, 2018). Another resident was very vocal in 

criticizing squatters:  

“I’ll just stop paying my rent from tomorrow on! You don’t pay your rent, you steal, and I even 

have to pay for your ID16… The municipality doesn’t assign public housing apartments, so they 

get squatted by people from social centers…What are we leaving for our younger generations? 

You did well to leave this place. We should really take bulldozers and stop messing around and 

kidding each other”. xxxix (Pescetti, 2018).  

The issue of squatting is framed in two opposing ways among people in public housing and 

people in private real estate. Similarly to the frame conflict that exists on the understanding of 

the redevelopment project, this one too leads people to suggest different and incompatible 

responses to the problem. The fact that the segregation is so strong that the two groups of 

residents barely interact with each other makes the possibility of gaining a shared 

understanding and of crafting a joint approach to problem solving even harder to achieve.  

4.2.5. Conclusion  

Why are the residents of Giambellino critical of the redevelopment project and of the 

interactions with the government of Milan that stem from it? This section provided possible 

explanations to this question, by looking at how the perspectives of both actors involved in the 

                                                      

16 This statements refers to a recent law proposal, that wanted to forbid squatters to get their IDs. 
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interaction can lead to a mismatch between expectations and real answers, which in turn is a 

cause for criticism from or dissatisfaction of residents.  

The government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino look at the neighborhood and its 

issues through two very different frames, namely a city- and a neighborhood-oriented one. This 

causes them to interpret and order the reality in different ways, and to have different point of 

views on what the priorities of intervention and the possible responses could be. It was argued 

that this kind of mismatch of perspectives can be seen as a frame conflict (Schön & Rein, 1994), 

where the existence of two opposing frames of a policy issue can complicate the ability of actors 

to respond to the issue adequately. Additionally, the neighborhood-oriented perspective of 

residents of Giambellino is heavily influenced by negative experiences of interactions with the 

government in the past, which can push residents to be wary of the current situation and to 

judge the government’s responses critically. Residents cannot forget or ignore the institutional 

neglect that their neighborhood has fallen victim to in the past decades. In one way, it was the 

neglect that called for a structural intervention that may change the face of Giambellino – if 

maintenance had been taken care of in the past decades, a complete regeneration of the 

neighborhood would perhaps not be needed. Furthermore, residents may still consider the risk 

of falling back into a pattern of neglect. This is especially important at the present time, when 

residents are struggling to find a way to communicate with the city government that has 

excluded them from any updates. In such a situation, the memory of the negative past can easily 

resurface and bring residents to reframe their judgment to a further critical stance.  

The frames that residents of Giambellino employ can also feed into the functioning of their 

participation to the redevelopment project. In light of their past experiences, and of the 

previous proposal for a redevelopment project, residents may not trust the process. Because 

they’re currently being treated as ‘peripheral’ by being excluded from the implementation of 

the redevelopment project, the mistrust may be amplified. This then further pushes the 

difficulty to resolve the issues relating to the redevelopment project only through a new design 

for the participation of residents.  

A further aspect that could explain why residents of Giambellino are critical of their interaction 

with the city government is the fact that their neighborhood has been framed as a ‘periphery’. 

In the government’s city-oriented perspective, the use of the label ‘periphery’ to define certain 

areas of the city can be a tool to highlight those more difficult areas that are in need of 
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specifically targeted policies. For residents of those areas, however, the label exudes a negative 

judgment of Giambellino as a difficult, problematic neighborhood. The label doesn’t just 

describe the area as a spatial periphery, but also its residents as ‘peripheral’ to the city’s 

positive development. While residents recognize the issues of the neighborhood, as was 

brought forward when pointing at the long years of institutional neglect that Giambellino was 

subjected to, they still do not appreciate the use of the term periphery because of its demeaning 

connotation. The different understandings of peripheries from the sides of the government and 

of residents then adds a further layer to the frame conflict of what the issues in Giambellino are 

and how they should be addressed, which overall translates into residents having a critical 

stance on the government’s proposed redevelopment project.  

Members of the government of Milan appear to have, at least partially, recognized the 

difficulties stemming from the use of the term periphery because of its connotation. Roberta 

Osculati recalled how a long discussion took place within the Commission for Peripheries over 

the term, and how it was even suggested to change it because of the stigma attached (Osculati, 

2018, p. 7). While in the end the decision was not deemed as a priority, Roberta Osculati still 

recognized that “the periphery de facto, for those who live there, is their own vital center”xl 

(Osculati, 2018, p. 7). Beppe Sala, Mayor of Milan, also suggested that the city administration 

would move on from using the term and would change the Periphery Plan into a ‘Neighborhood 

Plan’, because it was recognized that the term is negatively connoted (Sala, 2018, p. 1). Such a 

change would, however, not tackle the underlying frame conflict. It would be a further ‘appeal 

to the facts’ which, as we have seen, may have no effect on the development of the interaction, 

as it doesn’t influence the mismatch between perspectives that has been analyzed in this 

section. 

In addition to the frame conflict between the government of Milan and the residents of 

Giambellino, this section also pointed towards the existence of a  frame conflict within the 

neighborhood. As was argued in Chapter Two, the development of narratives, which takes place 

in an interaction, constitute “a principle way of ordering, of constructing shared meaning and 

organizational realities” (Hajer & Laws, 2006, p. 260). Thus, narratives are another way of 

making sense of the actors’ experiences. In Giambellino, however, the construction of shared 

meaning takes place in different spaces, causing not one, but a plurality of narratives to emerge. 

There doesn’t appear to be one cohesive voice for the whole neighborhood.  
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The lack of interaction between the different segments of the neighborhood’s population 

translates into a perpetuation of incompatible narratives of what the issues in Giambellino are 

and how they should be resolved. And while residents of Giambellino appeared to be very active 

in citizens’ committees or associations that help the neighborhood, these realities function 

more like a fragmented constellation, not a network. The only network that exists is the 

Laboratorio di Quartiere, which has its base in the Casetta Verde. It is, however, a network of 

organizations that mostly support people living in public housing, while other committees 

scattered over the rest of the neighborhood don’t engage with them, reinforcing the impression 

of a fragmented reality.  

Overall, there appears to be no shared narrative of what Giambellino’s identity is, what it 

represents for the people living there and what it will become after undergoing a process of 

change. Neither have the residents of Giambellino a shared narrative of their neighborhood’s 

present and future, nor does this narrative emerge from the interaction with the government 

of Milan, as the mismatching perspectives show. The next section will look into how the 

redevelopment project can be understood as a process of change for the actors involved. It’s 

then worth asking what change means for those involved in the redevelopment project, and 

what kind of emotions change brings forward, and how they impact the interaction between 

residents and government of Milan. 

4.3. Redevelopment as a process of change  

4.3.1. Change as a controversial theme in policy making  

A redevelopment project, as a policy decision, can be seen as a form of change. In the case of the 

redevelopment project for Giambellino, it will entail change for the city of Milan, but also for 

the everyday lives of people living in Giambellino. For example, houses will be torn down and 

rebuilt – that means a change in the landscape of the city, but also a change for the life of people, 

for example in their routine, through the construction site and the fact that some families will 

be displaced, at least temporarily.  

For policy-makers, planning is seen as a fully rational act (Hoch, 2006, p. 367), and creating 

change for people is nothing more than a job—it is the goal of policy-making. In retelling his 

experience as a mediator in a policy conflict, Hofman points at the difficult attitude that 

planners often have when developing a policy: “[W]hen the planners are coming, they’re saying 

“It’s not good, it’s not good, it’s not good – I am going to make it new here.” […] The planners 
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don’t speak with enough respect for what is there” (Laws & Forester, 2015, p. 102). In a way, 

the descriptions of the peripheral areas of Milan by members of government do resemble 

Hoffman’s account. Many described the periphery as a place with problems that has to be 

improved, in order to “make [it] happier, nicer, more connected, more livable, safer”xli (Goisis, 

2018, p. 4).  The Vice-Mayor, Anna Scavuzzo, explained that the goal of the government’s policy 

for peripheries is to reduce the pain that residents may feel from being excluded from the 

center:  

“I believe that the attention we must have is that the distance felt, perceived between the center 

and the periphery should not be a cause of pain. […] The theme is this, of being able to bring as 

close as possible so that this distance is not perceived too heavily.”xlii (Scavuzzo, 2018, p. 8). 

This statement appears to imply that residents of a peripheral neighborhood, such as 

Giambellino, may see their condition of being distant from the center as painful, with the city 

government’s job being to change that condition in order to remove the pain. It relates back to 

the discussion on how the government of Milan frames Giambellino and its issues: as city-

oriented policy-makers, the duty of members of government is to make the whole city better, 

and in such a vision, areas that are seen as struggling have to be ‘brought closer’ to the center. 

Another way to describe the importance of providing change for policy-makers can be pointed 

out by looking at how Santo Minniti, President of Municipio 6, explains it in relation to trust-

building:  

“The truth, I believe, is that institutions have to give some signs in certain domains, to reestablish 

trust toward the institutions and the future; that is ,also symbolic actions, showing citizens that 

something can change, that can be a first step to start from.”  

By changing the life of citizens, then, governments seek to prove that life can be better and that 

institutions can be trusted. Policy-makers are excited to bring change forward; they strive for 

it, as it is, after all, the goal of their work. Citizens, however, can have a more mixed attitude 

toward change. For them, it can be frightening, because it is experienced as a loss. As Baum 

explains,  

“People experience change – even when it improves their lives, even when they choose or enact 

it – as loss. Without consciously thinking, we react with dual impulses of seeking to return to a 

time when we were secure and trying to forget altogether what has gone.” (Baum, 1999, p. 8).  
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Policy-making, as an act that causes change to happen, can then be seen as involving important 

emotions, such as insecurity, fear, or grief. People affected by a redevelopment project do not 

see it through a fully rational evaluation, the same that policy-makers tend to strive for (Hoch, 

2006, p. 367), but are influenced by the emotions that change is provoking. They might be 

grieving for the loss caused by the redevelopment (Laws & Forester, 2015, p. 102), or be 

worried that the change will affect the way they identify with their surroundings. The emotions 

that residents feel towards change in Giambellino also influence the way they frame the 

redevelopment project, as we will see in the following sections. What are the emotions felt by 

people in Giambellino with regards to the changes the neighborhood will face through the 

redevelopment project? The next section will tackle this question, thereby adding yet another 

key aspect to the analysis of why residents of Giambellino are critical of their interaction with 

the government of Milan. 

4.3.2. Emotions around change for residents of Giambellino  

Throughout this chapter, some emotions of the residents of Giambellino have already emerged, 

even though they were not analyzed in those terms. We read the story of how the residents of 

Giambellino discovered the previous redevelopment plan, which was meant to privatize parts 

of the public housing of the neighborhood. We discussed how this feeds into how residents 

frame their interaction with the government of Milan, as does the negative experience of the 

neglect of the neighborhood. Through these frames, residents became very wary of interacting 

with the government of Milan. What emerges from this attitude is also that residents are fearing 

that gentrification might still be a very present threat to Giambellino. Luca Gariboldo explained 

the challenge that the planning of a redevelopment project would entail when confronted with 

the risk of gentrification:  

“[H]ow can one reason on a path of urban regeneration that has nothing to do with the 

gentrification of the territory, thus with an embellishment of the population and therefore with 

a change of population from a certain economic availability to a greater economic availability? 

Is it possible to make intervention projects in the city while maintaining the people who already 

live there? Who are we designing the city for? […] How to make this opportunity that is the 

centrality of Giambellino-Lorenteggio become an opportunity for those who live there today and 

for those who today are excluded, so they are re-included within society?”xliii (Gariboldo, 2018, 

pp. 4-5) 
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 What is described as a challenge for policy-makers, namely to be able to redevelop a 

neighborhood without gentrifying it, thus allowing the original residents to benefit from the 

intervention, can transform into a threat for those very same residents. The threat might appear 

even more real because of Giambellino’s location. It is subjected to different pressures of 

gentrification, especially from the Tortona Design District, a fully gentrified neighborhood 

dedicated to design that borders Giambellino on the east (Gariboldo, 2018, pp. 1-2). Residents 

see the threat of gentrification as very present, and are fearful of it. As Giovanni Carenza points 

out, the issue is very felt in Giambellino:  

“Here the theme of housing is central. In this neighborhood, the first problem to face is this. This 

neighborhood must be regenerated and must remain a neighborhood of public housing. It must 

not be transformed into something else. But here there is a problem: there is a subway and there 

are other projects around here that want to turn the neighborhood into something else.”xliv 

(Carenza, 2018, p. 11).  

Another resident also commented on the risk that Giambellino will be gentrified, pointing out 

that the Periphery Plan can be seen as a marketing operation, and it does not set out to help 

people who struggle with poverty and neglect in the neighborhood:  

“Inside public housing, people live in a situation of decay, of hardship, of enormous 

abandonment that is not considered, because the interventions that they define as the Periphery 

Plan, the interventions on the peripheries, are actually gentrification interventions, 

interventions where I eliminate the poor to make room for something else. […] The Periphery 

Plan is actually a marketing and communication intervention”xlv (Anonymous, 2018, p. 1).  

During the past year, residents of Giambellino struggled to get any updated information on the 

implementation of the redevelopment plan, since no communication with the government of 

Milan took place. This attitude of the government made the fear of gentrification even more 

present. As we argued in Section One of this Chapter, even the absence of communication from 

the government’s side is a form of communication in and of its own, and in this case,  it is 

conveying that the residents of Giambellino are being excluded from participating in the 

redevelopment of their own neighborhood and are thus made to feel ‘peripheral’. As Dario 

Anzani, from Comunità del Giambellino, argued, “again, an idea of total demolition of the 

popular district is powerfully back on the table. The speculation hypothesis came back from my 

point of view”xlvi (Anzani, 2018, p. 18). Luisa, a community worker with Comunità Nuova, added 

to this feeling: 
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 “this thing that is happening with the so-called refurbishment of housing, don’t think it’s a social 

project! It’s a business of MM17! […] Not for nothing are they vacating and tearing down those 

[houses] close to where the metro stop will be, and thus they’ll do what they want, making things 

on a higher level, that are paid more…”xlvii (Burrone & Luisa, 2018, p. 10) 

The belief is that the demolition of the public housing blocks signifies that residents of 

Giambellino will be transferred out of the neighborhood, and speculation would force other 

people out because they will not be able to afford the higher living costs of Giambellino any 

more. Overall, it is believed that gentrification would change the face of the neighborhood, not 

only in terms of its appearance, but also in terms of its population. Residents who are now 

benefitting from public housing and who struggle with poverty could not live there anymore.  

Fear of gentrification, however, does not mean that residents of Giambellino do not want 

change at all. They recognized the issues the neighborhood is facing and were very vocal in 

pointing out the years of neglect that Giambellino suffered, leading to the condition of decay it 

is currently facing. Residents can still “feel nostalgic, perhaps cherished, attachments to the way 

things have been”, even though this “does not mean they don’t know when a community center 

needs replacing, or that they won’t support new infrastructure, new parks or housing or roads.” 

(Laws & Forester, 2015, p. 105). The point then is, rather, that the change that the 

redevelopment project will bring forward is not the one that the neighborhood has recognized 

as needed. Not only is there a mismatch between the problems that residents pointed out and 

the measures put in place by the government to address them, as was explained throughout 

this chapter, but there is also a very real fear that those measure will erase the neighborhood’s 

identity and exclude residents from imagining and living Giambellino’s future. When designing 

a ‘new Giambellino’ that is potentially inaccessible to its current residents, policy-makers “fail 

to recognize that this may be someone’s home, or block, or park that they’re so earnestly 

proposing to renovate or replace” (Ivi, p. 105). Thus, residents acknowledge the problems of 

Giambellino, but it is still their neighborhood and they associate some cherished memories with 

it, as it is part of their identity.  

                                                      

17 MM (Metropolitane Milanesi) is the government-controlled company that manages the building sites for the new 
metro line that is being built in Giambellino.  
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Dario Anzani, for example, recalled how he felt when arriving in Giambellino from Quarto 

Oggiaro18 when he was young:  

“Let’s say that for me, coming from Quarto Oggiaro, it felt like being in America here in 

Giambellino: there were these super thugs, shitty stories, desperate families, heavy 

subproletariat, knives, mind-blowing stories, and then they were fans of Marvin Gaye! And me, 

being from Quarto Oggiaro, I said: in Quarto Oggiaro, nobody knew Marvin Gaye! Nobody knew 

black music!”xlviii (Anzani, 2018, p. 6).  

Giambellino, then, became a special place for him, and he still cherishes the fond memories of 

the first times in the neighborhood. Dario actually grew so fond of Giambellino that, after having 

worked there for decades, he finally decided to leave Quarto Oggiaro and move there. For many 

other residents, Giambellino is a special place, despite all of its issues. Numerous residents 

actively engage to make the neighborhood a more livable place. Ulla Manzoni, who has been 

living in Giambellino for decades, is a very vocal critic of the decay of the neighborhood, the 

poverty, the criminality and the neglect from the government. At the same time, she actively 

engages in community work and takes care of the vegetable garden of the Casetta Verde, which 

she treats like an oasis amidst the difficulties of the neighborhood (Pescetti, 2018). Another 

resident, Luca Sansone, explained how he was able to find some of his family’s traits within 

Giambellino:  

“[I]n the ways I lived in the family, there was always the idea of being together, relatives and 

friends, welcoming everyone, if there is someone outside you let him in and offer him something. 

I learned this a bit from there, and I recognize that as one of my identities and then in the 

neighborhood of Giambellino I reviewed, I lived and met these dynamics again”xlix (Sansone, 

2018, p. 12).  

These memories of Giambellino contributed to form the individual identities of its residents. At 

the same time, residents pointed at the existence of a collective identity of Giambellino, which 

is strongly tied to it being a ‘popular neighborhood’, one with a high presence of public housing 

                                                      

18 Quarto Oggiaro is another peripheral neighborhood of Milan, which used to be more spatially isolated from the 
city than Giambellino.  
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and inhabited by working class families. While being popular, Giambellino is still connected to 

the center of Milan, making its identity unique:  

“the characteristic of Giambellino comes from this double identity, of a strong popular 

neighborhood but also of the first district to have the tram line, relatively close to the center. If 

you come with the 1419 you do not have the sense of a break between the city and the periphery. 

The quality of what is built changes, but the city does not stop.”l (Anzani, 2018, p. 5).  

Residents of Giambellino fear that the redevelopment project could pose a threat to 

Giambellino’s popular identity, which so many identify with and connect fond memories to. It 

was again Dario Anzani that put this fear into words: 

“Giambellino has reached the lowest point of its existence [...] and substantially the perception 

that this thing must end is a perception of all. [...] [W]ith this money, here we must arrive at a 

minimum of getting back on the slope that can make us show the world that Giambellino should 

not be ended as an experience. As an experience of a popular neighborhood that can have a 

future, where we know of the speculative pressures on our territory.” li (Anzani, 2018, pp. 17-

18).  

4.3.3. Conclusion  

Change can be an emotional process. As this section showed, the redevelopment project for 

Giambellino is seen as a controversial change, which residents judge with fear and suspicion 

rather than hope. They  worry about the potential gentrification of the neighborhood and, more 

importantly, they fear the loss of the neighborhood’s identity that such a process could entail.  

Perhaps surprisingly, some members of Milan’s city government showed some recognition for 

the residents’ feelings. Mirko Mazzali, Delegate for Peripheries, argued that if “you change the 

neighborhood and then you ensure that those who didn’t feel comfortable there have to go now 

that it’s nice… it’s a defeat”lii (Mazzali, 2018, pp. 7-8). The fear of having to leave one’s home 

because it is being demolished during the redevelopment project was recognized by the Mayor 

Beppe Sala, but he explained that while: 

                                                      

19 The 14 is a tram line that connects Giambellino directly to the city center of Milan, the Duomo Square.  
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“this idea that one will be removed from the neighborhood can be there, we don’t have many 

alternatives. That is, there’s one part of the housing that objectively cannot be recovered. […] 

Therefore, I understand that there can be some fears, but it’s not like we’re pushing anyone out.”liii 

(Sala, 2018, p. 7).  

Even though these points of view emerged during interviews, there seemed to be no 

recognition of the emotions of residents in the redevelopment process. Rather, the process was 

treated from a fully rational point of view by policy-makers, as was argued at the beginning of 

this section. This makes the interaction between the government of Milan and the residents of 

Giambellino even more difficult. The point is not that residents are emotional towards the 

redevelopment project, but rather that those emotions signalize that they are affected by it at a 

more profound depth than members of the central city government. Thus, the exclusion from 

participating in the redevelopment project assumes a different meaning for the residents of 

Giambellino: participating means to be involved in shaping the future of their neighborhood. 

Therefore, exclusion provokes emotions of fear that the neighborhood’s change will affect its 

residents negatively, or that they won’t be able to take part in it. These kinds of emotions, in 

turn, influence how residents frame their interaction with the government. Since they’re 

fearing the change brought forward by the redevelopment project, residents will be even more 

wary of interacting with the central government of Milan as the actor that is enforcing that 

change.  

Furthermore, there is no shared understanding of the change that will affect Giambellino 

stemming from the interaction between government of Milan and residents, and there is also 

no apparent awareness on the government’s side that the change will have an impact not only 

on the neighborhood’s appearance, but on its identity, and on the lives of its residents.  

One possible suggestion for including and addressing emotions in a redevelopment project is 

offered by Baum, who recommends policy-making to include a “transitional space”, where 

residents can “imagine stepping away from past memories without feeling they have lost their 

identity or betrayed the objects of memory. […] They need to mourn for what they decide to 

give up.” (Baum, 1999, pp. 11-12). Policy-makers are advised to create the space and time for 

residents to grieve over what they might lose to change, be it a memory of discovering Marvin 

Gaye’s music, a feeling of family or taking care of the community garden. Allowing for grief to 

be expressed is one fundamental factor in making sure residents can build some confidence 
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toward the future, which would then positively impact the ability to build a fruitful cooperation 

between the residents of Giambellino and the government of Milan.  

4.4. Bringing the pieces together  

The goal of this chapter was to lay out all the different pieces that compose the puzzle that is 

the interaction between the residents of Giambellino and the central government of Milan. Now, 

it is time to bring these pieces together. This step will allow us, in the concluding chapter, to 

form an understanding of what forces shape that interaction and why the residents of 

Giambellino responded negatively to an effort put in place to help the neighborhood. 

The first section gave some background information on the different phases that the 

redevelopment project of Giambellino went through, from its first conception, to the drafting 

of a Masterplan, to the implementation phase that is beginning now. This short review helped 

to insert the current situation into a bigger context, and also allowed us to verify at what stages 

residents were involved in the policy-making process, and how. Arnstein’s model of citizen 

participation was employed to further consider the degree of participation in the case of the 

Masterplan for Giambellino. It allowed us to present some of the limits of the forms in which 

citizens were involved, because of their strong resemblance with what Arnstein has defined as 

“Placation” (Arnstein, 1969). At the present time, the situation seems to have gotten even more 

complicated: residents lament a lack of updates from the government, which has not been 

communicating with residents for almost a year. Even through the lack of answers, the 

government of Milan is communicating something to the residents of Giambellino. That is, their 

exclusion from participating in designing the future of their neighborhood. Residents could 

participate in the design of the redevelopment project only in the government’s own terms, 

without any ownership or decision-making power over the implementation process. 

Furthermore, they were cut out of any communication, and overall treated as ‘peripheral’ to the 

development of their own neighborhood. 

This section also analyzed the answers that the city government has given thus far, throughout 

the drafting of the redevelopment plan. Through the example of the new library that will be 

built in Giambellino, it was possible to clarify that there appears to be a mismatch between what 

the residents of Giambellino point out as issues and the quality of the answers that the 

government is able to provide. The relevance of the existing divide among residents of 

Giambellino was introduced to explain the potential difficulty of members of government to 
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individuate the correct representatives of the communities present in the neighborhood. The 

challenge of seating ‘the right people’ at the decision-making table could have an impact on the 

inability of residents of Giambellino and government of Milan to bridge the mismatch between 

the needs that residents express and the responses the city government provides. Yet, it was 

noted how that mismatch could not be fully explained by only looking at the features of the 

participation of residents in the redevelopment project.  

The second section departed from this observation to argue that the intangible dimension of 

how actors frame and experience the interaction could contribute to further understand its 

complexity. To do so, the section laid out the different perspectives with which actors enter the 

interaction: it pointed out how the government of Milan has a city-oriented perspective, while 

the residents of Giambellino have a neighborhood-oriented one. In terms of the latter, past 

interactions have been proven to play a significant role in making residents wary of interacting 

with the city government. These different perspectives are also reflected in the way the 

government and the residents of Giambellino define peripheries.  

Furthermore, an incompatibility of perspectives was observed within Giambellino as well. 

Residents are divided in two groups which hardly interact and have two completely different 

experiences of the neighborhood. This issue translates into a lack of shared narratives around 

the identity of Giambellino and how it will change through the redevelopment project. The 

absence of shared narratives was noted at two different levels, among the residents of 

Giambellino and the level of the interaction between central government of Milan and residents 

of Giambellino. It manifests itself in the frame conflict that emerges from the different 

perspectives on the interaction that actors have. 

The frames that actors have to make sense of the interaction have a significant impact on the 

interaction itself. The perspective of residents of Giambellino is ‘deeper rooted’, meaning that 

they take a broader number of factors into account in their evaluation of the interaction, and 

the impact of those factors is broader and more profound. Negative experiences of the past are 

relevant in provoking a certain wariness towards the government of Milan, and at the same 

time the behavior of the government is filtered through that wariness. So, being defined as a 

‘periphery’ and being treated as ‘peripheral’, through being excluded from having ownership of 

the redevelopment project, are aspects that matter to residents of Giambellino, and do amplify 

the negative framing of the interaction that residents have. For these reasons, the frame conflict 
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present in the interaction cannot be resolved through a change in the practical terms of the 

interaction, such as the participation of residents to the redevelopment project.  

In the third section, the redevelopment project for Giambellino was analyzed as a process of 

change. In policy-making, change can be a controversial topic, and it was highlighted that 

emotions have a relevant role in how change is experienced. In the case of Giambellino, different 

meanings are attributed to change: for the government of Milan, enacting change is a job, while 

for the residents of Giambellino it may have a significant impact on their lives. As the fourth 

section showed, the change in their neighborhood can provoke different emotions among 

residents, such as the fear of gentrification and of losing the identity of Giambellino, which the 

residents take pride in. This section argued how important those emotions are in allowing a 

redevelopment project to succeed and how the lack of acknowledgement can negatively impact 

the interaction between government and residents. The lack of acknowledgement of emotions 

weighs in how residents of Giambellino frame their interaction with the government of Milan, 

making them even more wary toward the redevelopment project. As mentioned, the residents’ 

perspective is ‘deeper rooted’. This also means that if their participation to the redevelopment 

project is modified, without acknowledging the underlying emotions that influence that 

perspective, the impact might be small, as it would not address the intangible factors that shape 

the interaction.  

All these different aspects play a role in understanding how the interaction between the central 

government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino is shaped, and why the latter appear to 

be ‘biting the hand that feeds them’. While they were analyzed separately throughout this 

chapter, the factors are deeply intertwined, in the same way Coser argues that “conflict may be 

motivated by two distinct yet intermingled factors – a realistic conflict situation and the 

affective investment in it” (Coser, 1956, p. 59). The concluding chapter to this thesis will further 

look into the interplay of these factors, to show how the ability to consider them all in their 

complexity, and not to tackle just one of them, is an approach that could potentially contribute 

to transforming the interaction into a positive and fruitful one.  
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5. Conclusions  

5.1. Summary of findings and their interplay 

The central question of this research is: what shapes the interaction between the central 

government of Milan and the residents of the peripheral neighborhood of Giambellino? It was 

formulated to address the puzzle of why the residents of Giambellino are responding negatively 

to the redevelopment project put in place by Milan’s central government as an effort to help the 

neighborhood.  

The first aspect that was looked at to analyze the issue was the participation of residents to the 

redevelopment project. As the interaction between the two actors is taking place within the 

framework of this project, it could be observed in terms of the participation of citizens in policy-

making processes. Three key observations emerged from the analysis of this aspect. Residents 

of Giambellino were first involved, on the city government’s own terms, in designing the 

redevelopment project, but have so far been completely excluded from participating in the 

implementation phase and do not have any ownership of the project and its outcomes. 

Additionally, residents have been lamenting a complete lack of communication by the 

government for the past year. Even though residents participated in the design phase of the 

redevelopment project, there was a mismatch between what they represented as their needs 

and the responses that the government put in place. The latter observation called for an 

analysis of further aspects of the interaction, which were named the ‘intangible dimension’ of 

the interaction.  

The main reason behind the mismatch between residents’ needs and the city government’s 

responses was found in the fundamentally different perspectives on the redevelopment project 

that the two actors have. On one hand, the central government of Milan looks at the 

redevelopment of the Giambellino neighborhood through a city-oriented perspective that 

frames the redevelopment project as a part of a policy strategy put in place for the whole city. 

On the other hand, residents of Giambellino have a neighborhood-oriented perspective, and do 

not make the link between the priorities of their neighborhood and those of the city. The 

difference in perspectives translates into a frame conflict, which, as we have seen, cannot be 

resolved through looking at the facts only. This means that even if the issues relating to the 

participation of residents in the redevelopment of Giambellino were to be fixed, the underlying 
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mismatch would still remain, de facto not eliminating the residents’ critical stance on their 

interaction with the government of Milan.  

A further relevant aspect of the frame conflict highlighted in the interaction between the 

residents of Giambellino and the central government of Milan is that in the government’s 

perspective, Giambellino pertains to those areas of the city that are defined as peripheries for 

policy-making purposes. To its residents, however, Giambellino is not a periphery, but the very 

center of their everyday life. Additionally, they see the term as being negatively connoted, and 

dislike the use of it in relation to their neighborhood. Being defined as a periphery, together 

with the exclusion from communication with the city government over the redevelopment 

project, translates into a feeling of ‘being peripheral’ to the city’s development.  

The issue of the lack of communication over the implementation of the redevelopment project 

becomes amplified because residents frame it through their past experiences of neglect of 

Giambellino by institutions. In light of negative experiences in the past, residents are rather 

wary of interacting with the city government. A further negative experience, in this sense, is 

represented by the fact that a previous and allegedly secret redevelopment plan for 

Giambellino had emerged, one in which most of the public housing in the area was to be torn 

down and replaced with private estate. In this sense, the current interaction between residents 

and city government in the framework of the new redevelopment project appears to be built 

on rather shaky foundations, because residents are more inclined toward being wary of the 

government’s interests.   

The current lack of communication, together with the negative past interactions with the 

central government of Milan, also contribute to provoking feelings of fear regarding the 

possible gentrification of the neighborhood. By including feelings as a further factor of analysis, 

it is possible to pinpoint a further mismatch in perspectives that shapes the interaction: the 

members of the city government of Milan see the change that will be carried out in Giambellino 

as a part of their work, whereas the residents of Giambellino recognize that the change in the 

neighborhood will have a significant impact on their own lives. The redevelopment project, if 

not matched with the residents’ needs, becomes a threat to the neighborhood’s identity, which 

residents feel a connection to. The fear of the loss of Giambellino’s identity becomes a further 

emotion regarding the redevelopment project, together with the fear of gentrification. Clearly, 

the two are deeply intertwined, and at the same time get influenced by and influence the 
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framing of the redevelopment project. If residents are wary of their interactions with the 

government, this translates into a fear of the potential negative implications of the 

redevelopment. The government’s actions, then, such as the exclusion from participating in the 

redevelopment project, amplify those feelings, while at the same time pushing for a reframing 

of the residents’ perspective toward a more critical stance. At the present time, there appears 

to be no designated space for emotions in the redevelopment project. Policy-makers usually see 

their activity as fully rational, and thus do not anticipate that the change they are enacting may 

be met with negative feelings. That is not only because the suggested change does not match 

the expectations of the residents, but because depicting the neighborhood where it will take 

place as ‘peripheral’ and ‘problematic’, which is how the city government of Milan motivates 

the intervention in Giambellino, can leave the residents feeling that their positive memories of 

the neighborhood and the emotions connected to them are not recognized.  

A further factor that influences the interaction between the central government of Milan and 

the residents of Giambellino emerged from within the neighborhood: there is a strong divide 

among the residents, which is reflected in how they frame different issues. So, other than having 

a frame conflict between central city government and residents of Giambellino, there is also a 

frame conflict within the neighborhood. This aspect has several consequences. In terms of the 

participation in the redevelopment project, a strong divide among residents makes it difficult 

for the city government to identify the voices that are representative for the neighborhood, and 

thus who should be directly involved in the decision-making process on the redevelopment of 

Giambellino. The divide among residents also leads to a lack of a shared narrative of 

Giambellino. Residents cannot agree on what Giambellino currently is and signifies for their 

lives, and do not have a shared imagination of what the neighborhood should become, and how 

it should change. This lack of shared narrative is present also between the government and the 

residents of Giambellino, and is part and parcel of the difference in perspectives on the 

implications of the redevelopment project (whether it is seen in a city- or in a neighborhood-

oriented frame) and of the mismatch between needs and responses. The lack of shared 

narratives contributes to the fear of losing the identity of the neighborhood that residents 

experience, because there is uncertainty about the outcome of the redevelopment project, 

which residents have no ownership of.  
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5.2. Significance of analysis and implications 

What emerges from this analysis is that the factors that shape the interaction between residents 

of Giambellino and members of the central city government of Milan are intertwined and often 

influence each other. So, the quality of the participation contributes to the way residents frame 

the interaction, and at the same time the difference in perspectives between city government 

and residents feeds into the outcome of the redevelopment project, causing a mismatch 

between needs and responses which, in return, contributes to residents having a critical stance 

on their interaction with the government. Emotions also feed into this critical stance, and are 

themselves influenced by the degree of ownership that residents have of the redevelopment 

project, as well as through past experiences of interactions, which both contribute to how 

residents frame the current situation and to the feelings that emerge in connection to the 

redevelopment project seen as a process of change for Giambellino.  

Overall, the complexity of the interplay of different factors shows that the change being brought 

about in Giambellino has deeper roots for the residents of the neighborhood than for the city 

government. There are a lot more aspects coming into play in the way residents evaluate the 

redevelopment project and thus their interaction with the city government. Their subjective 

experience plays a fundamental role in this process, while members of the government tend to 

see the redevelopment project from a rational perspective and as a ‘job’ they have to do. If we 

had to visualize the perspective on the change taking place in Giambellino for its residents and 

for the government of Milan, we could imagine them as two trees, the former with roots that 

dig deep into the earth and spread widely, while the latter has roots that remain close to the 

surface. What this analogy illustrates is that there is more than one dimension to the process of 

policy making: one that is visible; and one that is more hidden, like the roots of a tree, and that 

can only be depicted through a closer look and a more complex analysis. The study of the 

interaction between the government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino showed that 

policy making can be emotionally loaded, and that other than looking at the practical aspects of 

the interactions it is important to weigh in emotions, frames and past experience when 

analyzing the change that a redevelopment project will bring.  

This observation has two implications. First, that trying to improve the interaction might not 

prove effective if the focus is only on changing patterns of participation of residents to the 

redevelopment project. Emotions, frames and experiences ought to be taken into account, not 

only to paint a fuller picture of the interaction and its shortcomings, but also to design a more 
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long-lasting and deeper-rooted improvement. Second, since the point of view of residents is 

deeper rooted and impacted by a number of intangible factors, a sudden variation in the city 

government’s attitude toward residents, such as exclusion from participating in the 

redevelopment project, can have a more widespread and profound impact than what is 

concretely observable. For this reason, consistency in the government’s approach to residents 

can have a positive impact on the overall interaction with residents of Giambellino.  

5.3. Recommendations for further research  

The study of the interactions between the central government of Milan and the residents of a 

peripheral neighborhood was developed through a case study of the neighborhood of 

Giambellino and the redevelopment project that has been put in place there. One of the 

limitations of the case study approach is that the outcome of the analysis could be, at least 

partly, case-dependent. To verify whether the key findings of this research are generalizable to 

other cases of center-periphery interactions, or whether they depend on the context that was 

found in Giambellino, the study could be extended to other neighborhoods of Milan that are 

part of the Periphery Plan. Further, this case could be compared to other redevelopment 

projects specifically catered to peripheries in other cities or countries, to verify whether any of 

the features of the interaction between the government of Milan and the residents of 

Giambellino are depending on the Milanese and/or Italian context.  

Another limitation to this research was that, due to the limited timeframe available for field 

research, some other factors that could indirectly impact the interaction between the central 

government of Milan and the residents of Giambellino were only briefly pinpointed but could 

not be researched thoroughly. As we have seen, a strong divide was observed among residents 

of Giambellino. This divide does play a role in shaping the interaction, thus a recommendation 

for further research could be to delve into the origins of this divide, its impact on the 

neighborhood, and suggestions to tackle the divide, together with the potential positive effect 

that resolving it could have on the interaction with the city government.  

In relation to the existing divide within the neighborhood, the issue of squatting in public 

housing was presented. A suggestion for further research, then, could be to investigate how 

different approaches to the issue influence the interaction between the government of Milan 

and the residents of Giambellino. Additionally, a lot of the public housing blocks that are 

subjected to squatting are under the control of ALER, a regional agency. The Lombardy Region 
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plays a role in the redevelopment project as well, so we could ask how the presence of another 

institution in the neighborhood influences the interaction between city government and 

residents of Giambellino.  

Another factor that could indirectly play a role in the interaction with the government of Milan 

is the fact that Giambellino is a multiethnic neighborhood. According to the observations made 

during the field research period, there is little participation of the immigrant communities in 

neighborhood activism and in the interaction with the government. Could this have an influence 

on how policies for the neighborhood are designed? How would the inclusion of immigrant 

communities positively contribute to a more shared process of change for Giambellino?  

One last aspect that could be researched further is the fact that, especially among residents of 

private real estate in Giambellino, some issues appeared to be framed prevalently in terms of 

‘lack of security’. That is the case for squatting and for the presence of some immigrant 

communities in particular. It could be valuable to investigate how securitization of certain 

issues influences the view of Giambellino from within, and thus the expectations that residents 

have toward the redevelopment project. Securitization could also, potentially, play a role in 

shaping the needs of the residents and thus reducing the mismatch between them and the 

responses offered by the government of Milan.  

5.4. Reflections as a researcher 

When doing research in Giambellino, and when interviewing members of the government of 

Milan, one of the key activities was to listen to my interviewees. In the way the research 

methods were employed, they provided a space for my interviewees to develop more complex 

and profound reflections that those emerging in different settings, such as media interviews, 

public meetings or conferences, where some of the aspects of my thesis can be touched upon. 

What emerged from these reflections is that the perspectives of residents and members of 

government had not been confronted with each other with the same openness and depth that 

became apparent during the interviews I carried out with each of the actors.  

So, my activity as researcher appeared to be, in some ways, a ‘missing link’ between the 

different perspectives of the actors. To illustrate this idea, it is worth briefly looking back at 

Chapter Four. Throughout the chapter, it was pointed out several times how members of the 

government of Milan showed some degree of acknowledgement regarding their contribution 
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in making the interaction with the residents of Giambellino more difficult, for example by 

reflecting on the lack of communication on the implementation of the redevelopment project 

or on the implications of the use of the term ‘periphery’ to describe the neighborhood. While 

this acknowledgement emerged during the interviews, it did not appear to have been delivered 

to residents themselves. Yet, as a researcher, I had access to both perspectives, which prompted 

my reflection on how my knowledge could be seen as a ‘missing link’ between the points of view 

of all actors involved in the interaction. This reflection bears a question: what type of setting 

could provide the same type of depth of analysis and openness that interviewees displayed in 

their interaction with me, but where the parties reflect together?  

What emerged from this research is that policy-making, seen as a process of change, has more 

dimensions than just the tangible, observable one of how government involves citizens in a 

decision-making process. To improve the interaction between the residents of Giambellino and 

the city government of Milan, those dimensions should be taken into account. The 

acknowledgement of these different dimensions would also foster new perspectives in the 

current debate over center-periphery relations in Milan, and offers a new angle to interpret the 

struggle of the current city administration to gain support in those peripheral neighborhood it 

is trying to help.  

A setting where a collective reflection on the change in Giambellino can be developed, and 

where actors can share their experiences and perspectives in a manner that allows for depth 

and openness, appears appropriate to bridge the current ‘missing link’ between the perspective 

of the central city government and the residents of Giambellino. The search for means to create 

this ‘missing link’ offers a starting point for a reflection on how to transform the findings of this 

research into practical advice for policy-makers.  
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Appendix 2: Interview excerpts in original version 

i Quote translated from Italian to English: “la sensazione di abbandono che vivono in quei quartieri è assolutamente 
da contrastare, quindi è necessario che vedano l'azione e il fatto che lì si prosegue a investire perché non sono 
lontano dagli occhi lontano dal cuore.”i 

ii Quote translated from Italian to English: “loro vedono come fumo negli occhi la partecipazione degli abitanti” 

iii Original Italian quote: “Nel ’93 c’è stata la liberalizzazione dei bacini d’utenza, che funziona in questo modo: le 
scuole del medio-centro sono obbligate come tutte le altre a prendere i ragazzi, bambini che vengono dai quartieri 
popolari, ma devono comunque prendere quelli del loro bacino d’utenza. Nel momento in cui si stabilisce una forte 
comunità araba al Giambellino, straniera comunque, gli italiani vanno tutti ... tutte le famiglie tendono a iscrivere 
fuori dal bacino d’utenza, per evitare la scuola degli stranieri i loro bambini. Le scuole per bene del medio-centro 
prendono tutte le famiglie italiane e rimandano alla scuola che è costretta a prenderli, i ragazzi stranieri. Risultato: 
noi abbiamo una scuola che ha l’85% degli stranieri e una scuola che ha il 15% di stranieri.” 

iv Quote translated from Italian to English: “se sei povero non vai a fare certi tipi di scuole perché non ce la faresti 
economicamente e anche culturalmente. […] [D]entro al quartiere esiste chi ha una vita di serie  A e chi ha una 
vita di serie B” 

v Quote translated from Italian to English: “in questo momento Milano sta funzionando, nei numeri, negli 
investimenti, nell'attrazione dei turisti, ma se continuiamo con... Portiamo avanti appunto questo rischio che sia 
una Milano un po' a due velocità, e che qualcun'altra sia palesemente sfavorito, noi creiamo i presupposti di 
tensioni sociali che si vedono altrove e che non fanno bene a nessuno, né a chi soffre in certe situazioni, né in 
generale alla città e alla sua reputation. Per cui, c'è di fatto un punto di cuore e di sensibilità, però c'è anche un 
punto di razionalità, perché è abbastanza evidente che quello che noi vediamo in altre città […] è il sedimento di 
un lungo periodo in cui queste differenze sono state esaltate. Quindi, siccome in campagna elettorale ho capito che, 
in particolare sulle periferie si è fatto poco, nell'ultimo lungo periodo, ho pensato che si dovesse dare un segno 
tangibile e anche di proposta politica forte.” 

vi Quote translated from Italian to English: “in realtà il Piano periferie così congegnato deriva ancora dalla 
campagna elettorale del Sindaco, cioè faceva parte del pacchetto delle proposte progettuali, faceva parte della 
candidatura di Sala.” 

vii Quote translated from Italian to English: “la parte software e cioè tutta la parte di servizi e progetti immateriali, 
quindi non necessariamente opere pubbliche, fatti in collaborazione con le altre Direzioni del Comune di Milano 
che erogano servizi e quindi soprattutto il riferimento è Politiche sociali, Cultura, Educazione, Economia Urbana e 
Lavoro.”  

viii Quote translated from Italian to English: “abbiamo deciso che quelli erano cinque quartieri dove necessitasse di 
un intervento prioritario perché credo che la frase che viene detta “se tutto è periferia, niente è periferia” sia vera, 
sensata e quindi in qualche misura questa è stata la scelta, una scelta lungimirante” 

ix Quote translated from Italian to English: “Sono criteri più qualitativi che quantitativi. Da un lato un driver è la 
presenza di case popolari, dall’altro è anche un po’ la diversità, nel senso che effettivamente sono quartieri molto 
diversi che quindi stimolano progettualità diverse.”  

x Quote translated from Italian to English: “Questo è uno dei quartieri di Milano che non aveva avuto nessun tipo 
di intervento strutturale. [...] il quartiere Lorenteggio era rimasto fuori da qualsiasi tipo di intervento massiccio 
negli ultimi 10 anni. [...] Dall’analisi delle criticità dei quartieri popolari di Milano emergeva anche il quartiere 
Lorenteggio, però il quartiere Lorenteggio non era mai stato inserito in maniera seria in una proposta di intervento 
di rigenerazione per n motivi [...] In realtà c’è una vecchissima delibera della Giunta del Comune di Milano del 
settembre 2008 che già diceva e prendeva atto che essendo un quartiere critico, a un’elevata criticità sia edilizia 
che sociale era necessario individuare qualche strumento per riuscire a intervenire e reperire dei fondi. Quindi noi 
dal 2008 abbiamo sempre attenzionato qualsiasi cosa per cercare di capire come riuscire a intercettare delle 
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risorse utili a fare un intervento strutturato [...] comunque è un quartiere che se anche uno lo gira lo vedi che ha 
bisogno di intervento, a quel punto lì, quando sono venuti fuori i fondi strutturali europei, l’amministrazione 
insieme alla Regione ha deciso di puntare su concentrare una serie di fondi anche per interventi di riqualificazione. 
[...] Ovviamente la Comunità europea prevedeva tutta una serie di condizioni di criticità per riuscire ad utilizzare 
i fondi e questa, guarda a caso, era un’area che rispondeva a tutta una serie di criteri e quindi si è deciso di 
intervenire lì. Noi in realtà, abbiamo preso un qualcosa che al momento giusto si è presentato” 

xi Quote translated from Italian to English: “emerge questa carta su cui c’è un progetto di demolizione integrale 
del quartiere e nel migliore dei casi questa edilizia mista tra pubblico e privato e su questo gli abitanti muovono 
un po’ una battaglia. 
Com’è saltato fuori questo progetto? 
Sono usciti documenti ufficiali da un cassetto ufficiale tramite amicizie e conoscenze. 
Nel senso che non era stato fatto questo tipo di comunicazione? 
Non era stato fatto. 
E non è mai stato poi pubblicato? 
Non è mai stato pubblicato, nel momento in cui gli abitanti del Giambellino-Lorenteggio hanno chiamato in 
un’assemblea pubblica le parti sociali, per cui gli altri abitanti e le Istituzioni, le Istituzioni hanno dovuto 
ammettere l’esistenza di questo piano e lo hanno disconosciuto. Da lì è partito un dibattito molto innovativo con 
l’amministrazione pubblica sul partire da questo disconoscimento, allora cosa fare, questo dibattito pubblico è 
maturato da una fase di antagonismo, in cui le due parti si sono scontrate a una fase molto innovativa per l’Italia 
di sedersi a un tavolo comune” 

xii Quote translated from Italian to English: “Il Giambellino-Lorenteggio oggi è il piano nazionale più importante 
della riqualificazione della periferia. Quindi è veramente un luogo molto interessante e sul quale varrebbe la pena 
raccontare più di quello che non si faccia. C’è un grande silenzio su questo tema [...] che è stato a un certo punto 
deciso dalle amministrazioni pubbliche, nel senso che l’ultimo aggiornamento ufficiale che si ha, è datato luglio 
2017, per cui ormai quasi 12 mesi [fa] ed è stata una riunione chiamata sommessamente dalle istituzioni 
pubbliche, per cui dal Comune e dalla Regione, nella quale riunione sostanzialmente non si è detto niente, questa 
è la verità. La controparte, non si è detto niente se non ... questo si è detto, che le Istituzioni avrebbero riavocato a 
sé la legittimità del tavolo di progettazione e che quindi le parti sociali erano state coinvolte, che però non 
corressero l’errore di sentirsi in diritto di poter vantare qualsivoglia diritto di progettazione, il che andrebbe anche 
benissimo, nel senso che soldi pubblici, bisogna fare delle scelte importanti, è importante che le Istituzioni si 
assumano le responsabilità rispetto a questo processo, non fosse che a porte chiuse e in modo informale le 
Istituzioni hanno detto che si è deciso un piano di abbattimento del quartiere molto più ampio di quanto non fosse 
stato concertato in sede comune e che le risorse economiche non basteranno per la ricostruzione di tutti gli 
abbattimenti che saranno fatti.” 

xiii Quote translated from Italian to English: “iniziamo a parlarne noi, poi cambiano gli interlocutori, poi arriva il 
Comune, poi arriva la Regione e sembra sconfessare quello che ha detto il Comune, poi silenzio per dei mesi, poi ... 
per cui c’è un po’ di confusione. Io non sono tecnico di queste cose, magari è inevitabile. Capisco anch’io che non è 
tutto facile, però questa confusione ha creato un po’ di “sarà vero? Come faranno? Cosa succederà?”, uno non 
risponde, l’altro non sa” 

xiv Quote translated from Italian to English: “In questo momento mi sembra una grande occasione perduta per noi, 
per fare coesione sociale intorno alla riqualificazione che sarebbe stato una meraviglia, ma loro vedono come fumo 
negli occhi la partecipazione degli abitanti. […] Di fatto [la partecipazione] non c’è. C’è stato questo episodio in cui 
alle loro condizioni, perché con il bando e qualificandoci come operatori pagati dal Comune di Milano, quindi in 
qualche modo dovevamo fare quello che dicevano loro […] Però dopo ci sono le decisioni, Rabaiotti stesso si è 
incazzato e ha detto: “Non pensate di decidere voi!”, “no, no” ... il problema è cosa decidi. 

xv Quote translated from Italian to English: “abbiamo chiesto un incontro di aggiornamento per avere delle 
informazioni, per capire cosa si sta muovendo e ancora non ci hanno risposto” 

xvi Quote translated from Italian to English: “la criticità di questo periodo è che non riusciamo bene a comunicarla 
o non l’abbiamo comunicata ma non le abbiamo comunicate non per cattiva volontà ma perché la Regione andando 
alle elezioni, ha bloccato tutto quello che è il rapporto col territorio”  
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xvii Quote translated from Italian to English: “in un quartiere non devi fare una biblioteca di quartiere, devi fare una 
biblioteca che abbia una valenza cittadina se non addirittura metropolitana, per creare quella mescolanza di quelle 
periferie che hanno un gran bisogno. Quindi l'idea è quella di realizzare una biblioteca che diventi il centro 
culturale non solo per il Giambellino ma per una buona fetta della città di Milano, un po' del sud-ovest milanese 
perché [...] nel momento in cui viene usata quella biblioteca, fa uscire il Giambellino in parte dalla sua condizione 
di periferia.”  

xviii Quote translated from Italian to English: “L’attuale biblioteca è bellissima, però è molto piccola, è 295 mq, non 
possono neanche farci il cesso per gli handicappati, quindi è fuori norma, bisogna rifarla e io sono d’accordo. La 
facciamo di 500, così ci sta il cesso e anche il salone, la facciamo di 800 che ci mettiamo anche la sala per i bambini, 
la sala audio visiva ... una bellissima biblioteca da 800 mq. No, la facciamo di 2000! 

 Perché la facciamo di 2000 al centro di un quartiere dove se trovi un cristiano che legge è un miracolo?! E quelli 
che leggono, leggono in arabo! Dove già la biblioteca di oggi, molto frequentata, però sostanzialmente è usata da 
studenti universitari che vengono  

da fuori quartiere. Non era meglio decidere che parte di quei soldi potevano andare su per insegnare l’italiano agli 
stranieri? Insegnare l’italiano alle migliaia di donne arabe che vogliono iniziare a lavorare?” 

xix Quote translated from Italian to English: “la biblioteca nuova verrà costruita in via Odazio davanti alle case 
popolari che non verranno ristrutturate, significa essere stronzi e non avere consapevolezza di niente, di come si 
vive nei quartieri e di quali sono i bisogni. Uno può anche dire: “portiamo la cultura nel quartiere, così poi il 
quartiere è più vissuto ecc. ecc.”, va benissimo. Fai un intervento da 3milioni di euro, gli altri 3 li metti in servizi 
che servono per dare risposte a dei bisogni che in quartiere sono molto presenti. In realtà su questo c’è stata una 
nostra battaglia molto forte, ma non c’è stata nessuna disponibilità a trattare.” 

xx Quote translated from Italian to English: “È chiaro che quando arrivi sei sempre un soggetto estraneo al 
territorio, per cui sta nella capacità e nella professionalità degli operatori sul posto a saper cogliere alcune criticità 
e alcune opportunità. Su tutti i territori ci sono dei soggetti molto forti che in prima battuta sembrano quelli più 
rappresentativi del territorio, poi in tanti casi ti accorgi che in realtà non è così e che quindi ci sono altre realtà, 
che magari sono meno forti anche solo caratterialmente da parte dei singoli, per cui subiscono un po’ queste realtà 
“cannibali” e quindi fanno fatica ad emergere. Quindi è un lavoro molto delicato di pazienza, di rapporti, 
costruzione di fiducia, di entrare un pochino nel meccanismo relazionale che c’è in tutti i quartieri” 

xxi Quote translated from Italian to English: “hai delle sensazioni che possono non essere corrette, cioè magari in 
quel momento è molto forte un’istanza che invece a livello più ampio non è così forte. Ci sono comitati piccoli ma 
rumorosi […] che ti danno questa percezione che tutto il mondo la pensi come loro, poi magari vai a parlare con 
persone […] e invece ti dicono: “Noi qua siamo convinti che sia tutto l’opposto”. Per cui devi un po’ ascoltare tutti 
ma stare attento come ti costruisci la tua rappresentazione di quello che pensa il cittadino.” 

xxii Quote translated from Italian to English: “una città che ha bisogno di svilupparsi in maniera coerente e 
intera” 

xxiii Quote translated from Italian to English: “rendere i quartieri periferici più felici, più belli, più connessi, più 
vivibili, più sicuri”  

xxiv Quote translated from Italian to English: “Il tema è che poi ognuno in qualche misura si occupa del centinaio di 
metri che ha intorno alla loro casa, mentre il Comune deve occuparsi di tutta la città, questa è un po’ la 
problematica. Io l’avevo messo in conto, che in qualche misura non è un compito facile.” 

xxv Quote translated from Italian to English: “lì c’è uno dei limiti più grossi culturali che si può trovare nella 
periferia, nel senso ... le energie che nei quartieri di periferia si sviluppano a Milano sono tantissime, dalla creatività 
giovanili alle forme solidali di volontariato ecc.  potrei fare una lista lunghissima, qual è il problema […]? Tutte 
queste esperienze non riescono a fare rete e a creare un’identità, interessi economici e urbani condivisi…  quelli 
che dal basso dicono: “Non mi muovo da qua”, io sono di Corvetto e risolvo i problemi di Corvetto, io sono di 
Giambellino e…”  
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xxvi Quote translated from Italian to English: “Adesso sicuramente con la metropolitana cambieranno tante cose, 
ma anche con questo discorso riqualificazione. Le persone che c’erano qui ti dicevano: “Sono 20 anni che si parla 
di risistemare le case, non è mai successo niente!”, per cui all’inizio c’è stata un po’ di  diffidenza nel dire: “sarà 
vero che si fa qualcosa lì?”, perché giustamente se ne parlava da tanto. Per cui questa cosa che sembrava una 
situazione più fissa e ferma possibile si è un po’ messa in moto. Chiaro che questa cosa qui va un po’ letta e 
interpretata, perché la riqualificazione ha impattato ... questi l’hanno presa così, poi per la storia del Masterplan 
sono state fatte mille riunioni per poi arrivare a dire: “Scusate, scherzavamo”, per cui ci sono tutte queste 
dinamiche.” 

xxvii Quote translated from Italian to English: “abbandono e di degrado da parte delle istituzioni, Comune, Regione 
e a livello anche macro, statale, di abbandono di una fetta delle popolazioni che vive dentro i quartieri popolari” 

xxviii Quote translated from Italian to English: “probabilmente la scelta politica che è sempre più chiara e che è stata 
pensata già alla fine degli anni ’80, era quella di smantellare le case popolari e di attivare un processo […] per 
eliminare i poveri dalle città metropolitane […] tanto è vero che ci sono una serie di interventi politici che fanno 
capire che è proprio centrale questo aspetto per la politica degli ultimi 20 anni” 

xxix Quote translated from Italian to English: “la cosa principale è riconoscere che se si è arrivati a questo punto è 
perché le politiche che sono state fatte fino adesso hanno contribuito a creare questa situazione.” 

xxx Quote translated from Italian to English: “per 20-30 anni si è fatto oggettivamente poco” 

xxxi Quote translated from Italian to English: “la periferia in qualche modo è ciò che si percepisce un po’ lontano. Io 
trasformo la periferia quando faccio in modo che non ci sia quel sentimento di lontananza, di solitudine e di 
abbandono.” 

xxxii Quote translated from Italian to English: “La periferia la definiamo non in virtù della sua lontananza dal centro, 
ma piuttosto, per quanto riguarda una serie di caratteristiche che la connotano che sono una marginalità di tipo 
geografico, una mono funzionalità di servizi, un degrado fisico che spesso si accompagna anche a problemi di 
criminalità, di emarginazione, mancanza di connessione di trasporti, problemi di sicurezza, questioni sociali ... la 
periferia è appunto un po’ raccontata da queste caratteristiche, mancanza di opportunità anche dal punto di vista 
lavorativo.” 

xxxiii Quote translated from Italian to English: “la periferia è quel luogo in cui ci va soltanto chi in un certo senso è 
costretto ad andarci, cioè è un luogo che non attrae e quindi ci va principalmente chi ci abita e questo vuol dire che 
è un luogo che non viene contaminato da energie positive che sono [...] influenze, idee, modi di vivere che 
provengono da altri ambiti, [...] Le periferie sono un luogo che ospitano principalmente una certa tipologia di 
persone che sono persone residenti in periferia per motivi anche molto spesso di disagio socio-economico. La 
periferia “auto-seleziona” in qualche modo gli abitanti, cioè in periferia ci va oggi chi non può permettersi di andare 
in altri tipi di luoghi e quindi […] gli abitanti rimangono più o meno quelli ... è un luogo che non ospita altro che 
viene da fuori, credo che si crei un po’ questa sorta di auto-ghettizzazione, anche dal punto di vista della divisione, 
del possibile sviluppo dei luoghi stessi.” 

xxxiv Quote translated from Italian to English: “chi vive qua vive come in una bolla dalla quale fa fatica ad uscire 
perché l’isolamento è di tipo sociale e culturale” 

xxxv Quote translated from Italian to English: “[I]o so che quando vado in centro mi sembra di essere in un altro 
mondo. Trovo che ci sia una qualità antropologica differente. Sono tutti belli, sono tutti palestrati, vestiti bene, 
non ce n’è uno che abbia una macchia sul calzone ... poi torno in Giambellino e vedo la gente come me, che non 
riescono ad andare dal dentista, che fa fatica, che hanno le scarpe del supermercato […]. [I]l mio è un punto di 
vista completamente ribaltato e il Giambellino è il centro della mia esperienza, quindi per niente io penserei che 
è una periferia. Poi siccome ho studiato e so che il Giambellino ha i problemi che ha perché è in una dinamica con 
delle altre zone della città ...” 
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xxxvi Quote translated from Italian to English: “Sì, non userei [il termine periferia] perché mi sembra un po’ ... […] il 
quartiere Lorenteggio è un quartiere di edilizia residenziale pubblico, un quartiere di case popolari, periferia in 
che senso? Periferia spaziale è un po’ difficile, è un quartiere non decentrato,[…] non è il quartiere slegato dalla 
città, è un quartiere storico, con tutta la sua storia, […] fa parte di Milano […] il Giambellino è dentro l’immaginario 
di Milano perché è così ... nel bene o nel male ma è dentro la città” 

xxxvii Quote translated from Italian to English: “quelli di lì non hanno mai avuto occasioni di andare dalla parte di 
qua, pur essendo qui attaccati, però è strano che uno del 117-119 vada nelle case popolari. Noi per anni abbiamo 
fatto questa cosa, a Natale e Pasqua di portare il panettone piuttosto che la colomba in alcune famiglie di qui. Chi 
da qui andava di là gli sembrava un’avventura. “andiamo di là” ...   
Si sente come se ci fosse una barriera invisibile?  
Un po’ sì, perché da qui a là non c’è più un negozio italiano, per cui uno non ha motivi ... passa via chi va alla stazione, 
ma uno non ha motivi per andare di lì.” 

xxxviii Quote translated from Italian to English: “Il problema delle case popolari è la gente che ci va dentro!” 

xxxix Quote translated from Italian to English: “Io da domani smetto di pagare l’affitto! Tu non paghi l’affitto, rubi e 
io devo anche pagarti la carta d’identità. Il Comune non assegna le case popolari che vengono occupate dai centri 
sociali. Ma cosa lasciamo ai giovani? Fai bene ad essertene andata! Prendiamo le ruspe, smettiamo di prenderci in 
giro!” 

xl Quote translated from Italian to English: “la periferia di fatto è per chi vi abita il proprio centro vitale” 

xli Quote translated from Italian to English: “rendere i quartieri periferici più felici, più belli, più connessi, più 
vivibili, più sicuri”  

xlii Quote translated from Italian to English: “Credo che l’attenzione che dobbiamo avere è che la distanza sentita, 
percepita tra il centro e la periferia non sia motivo di dolore. […] Il tema è questo di riuscire ad avvicinare il più 
possibile in modo che non si percepisca in maniera troppo pesante questa distanza.” 

xliii Quote translated from Italian to English: “[C]ome si può ragionare su un percorso di rigenerazione urbano che 
non abbia strettamente a che vedere con la gentrificazione del territorio, quindi con un ingentilimento della 
popolazione e quindi con un cambiamento della popolazione da una certa disponibilità economica a una 
disponibilità economica maggiore? È possibile fare progetti di intervento sulla città mantenendo le persone che 
già la vivono? Per chi la stiamo disegnando la città? […] Come far sì che questa opportunità che è la centralità del 
Giambellino-Lorenteggio diventi un'occasione per chi oggi la vive e per chi oggi è un escluso, di essere reincluso 
all'interno della socialità?” 

xliv Quote tanslated from Italian to English: “Qui il tema della casa è centrale, in questo quartiere, il primo problema 
da affrontare è questo. Questo quartiere va rigenerato e deve rimanere un quartiere a edilizia sociale, non deve 
essere trasformato in qualcos’altro. Qua però c’è un problema: c’è una metropolitana e ci sono altri progetti qua 
intorno che vogliono trasformare il quartiere in un’altra cosa.” 

xlv Quote translated from Italian to English: “dentro alle case popolari le persone vivono in una situazione di 
degrado, di disagio, di abbandono enorme che non è considerata, perché gli interventi che loro definiscono “il 
Piano Periferie”, gli interventi sulle periferie, sono in realtà degli interventi di gentrificazione, interventi dove 
elimino i poveri per fare spazio ad altro. […] Il piano periferie è in realtà un intervento di marketing, di 
comunicazione” 

xlvi Quote translated from Italian to English: “di nuovo è in campo potentemente un’idea di abbattimento totale del 
quartiere popolare. È tornata in campo l’ipotesi della speculazione dal mio punto di vista” 

xlvii Quote translated from Italian to English: “è questo che sta avvenendo di cosiddetta ristrutturazione di una parte 
degli alloggi, non credere che sia un progetto sociale, è un business dell’MM! Di fatti metà delle case che gli 
interessavano le ha prese MM e non a caso sta sgomberando e abbattendo quelli vicino a dove arriverà a fermata 
dell’MM e che quindi faranno quello che vorranno loro, facendo delle cose di più alto livello, che si pagano di più 
...” 
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xlviii Quote translated from Italian to English: “Diciamo che per me che arrivavo da Quarto Oggiaro sembrava di 
essere in America nel Giambellino: c’erano questi ragazzini tamarrissimi, storie di merda, famiglie disperate, 
sottoproletariato pesante, coltelli, robe allucinanti e poi erano appassionati di Marvin Gaye e io che ero di Quarto 
Oggiaro dicevo: “A Quarto Oggiaro Marvin Gaye non lo conosceva nessuno!” Nessuno sapeva cos’era la musica 
nera!” 

xlix Quote translated from Italian to English: “dentro alle modalità che ho vissuto in famiglia c’era sempre l’idea di 
stare tutti insieme, parenti ed amici, accogliere tutti, se c’è qualcuno fuori lo fai entrare e gli offri qualcosa. Io un 
po’ l’ho appreso da lì e riconosco quella come una delle mie identità e poi dentro al quartiere del Giambellino ho 
rivisto, ho vissuto e rincontrato queste dinamiche” 

l Quote translated from Italian to English: “la caratteristica del Giambellino viene da questa doppia identità, di forte 
quartiere popolare ma anche di quartiere tra i primi ad avere la metropolitana, relativamente vicina al centro. Se 
tu vieni col 14 non hai il senso di una cesura tra la città e la periferia e cambia la qualità del costruito, ma la città 
non si interrompe.” 

li Quote translated from Italian to English: “[Il] Giambellino è arrivato al punto più basso della sua esistenza [...] e 
sostanzialmente la percezione che questa cosa deve finire è una percezione di tutti. […] con questi soldi qua noi 
dobbiamo arrivare a un minimo di risalimento della china che ci possa far dimostrare al mondo che il Giambellino 
non va fatto finire come esperienza. Come esperienza di quartiere popolare che può avere un futuro, laddove 
sappiamo delle pressioni speculative sul nostro territorio.” 

lii Quote translated from Italian to English: “cambi il quartiere e poi fai sì che la gente che prima si trovava male, 
adesso che è bello adesso se ne debba andare ... è una sconfitta.” 

liii Quote translated from Italian to English: “Quest'idea che si venga un po' allontanati, ci può essere, d'altro canto 
noi non è che abbiamo molte alternative. Cioè c'è una parte di edilizia che obiettivamente non è recuperabile. […] 
Per cui, io capisco che certe paure ci possano essere, però noi non è che stiamo spingendo nessuno fuori.” 
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